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ABSTRACT/A B, S A

--An-attezpt--has been made-to study the oxidation of thin

film resistors and its impact on the electrical film properties as

an isolated process. Polycrystalline and single crystal chromium

films were deposited under extremely clean conditions thus leaving

mainly the various gas-metal interactions as possible degradation

processes.

Simultaneous measurements of resistance and surface poten-

tial as functionsof oxygen uptake from atomically clean polycrys-

talline films up to 20 Voxide thickness distinguished between the

individual. oxidation stages, and it was found that the kinetics of

incorporation is consistent with the surface potential and the sur-

face structure to be rate controlling. At oxides thicker than 6

the oxidatLon is governqd by the Mott-Cabrera mechanism over the

temperature range from below -78°C to higher than +50 .. The oxi-

dation appears to affect the resistance merely by the reduction of

the cross section of the conductive path, the effective thickness

being much less than the measured mass thickness.

Single crystal chromium films without detectable grain

boundaries over the rubstrate area have been prepared on vacuum cleaved

rocksalt. A roliable contacting technique has been developed and

the rockealt surfame fine structure found to be compatible with

meaningful electrical measurements. Preliminary measurements showed

the TCR to be equal to the bulk value above room temperature. /

Equipment for simultaneous surface potential and resis-

tance measurements during oxidation of single crystal films has been

designed and constructed. A
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1. INTRODUCTION

Among the numerous ageing mechanisms being in general IM

simultaneously present in commercial thin film resistors, oxidation

is considered to contribute most to the long term drift of electri-

cal properties. It is also often the indirect cause of catastrophic

failures like "thermal runaway" where a hot spot in the constriction

of the film may cause accelerated oxidation and therefore further

constriction. Impurity nuclepted crystallization in the region of

contact lands can result in preferential oxidation due to a reduc-

tion in the effectiveness of the protective self limiting oxide

(Walker, et all). Other major failure mechanisms include diffusion

processes involving material from the contact lands or gaseous im-

purities, metallurgical changes like annealing processes and precipi-

tation, and also various interactions with the substrate. Many of

these processes can be strongly linked with oxidation, as e.g.

preferential oxidation of one phase in alloy films can result in

precipitation processes (Levinson and Stewart 2). The strong inter-

dependence of oxidation with other failure mechanisms and the common

manufacturing practice of "stabilising" the deposited thin film

resistors by either anodisation or exposure to air at elevated

temperatures led to the conclusion that oxidation is one of the

most important ageing mechar.isms.

The published literature illustrates the difficulties of

sepirating oxidation from simultaneous metallurgical and diffusion

processes. Almost no measurements of the oxidation kinetics have

been made simultaneously with measurements of the electrical proper-
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ties, and they can therefore not provide information about the

XeOhInism of oxidation ani the rate determining process.

A further difficulty is the emphasis of the present corrosion

literature on the heavy oxidation of metals at higher temperature.

he present work is aimed at isolating. the oxidation process

of a - resistive film in order to study its mechanism and the kinetics

of the oxide growth under a variety of conditions. Chromium was

chosen as resistor material since it represents a major component in

commercial resistors and forms their protective oxide. Three con-

ditions have to be met in order to study the oxidation process in

detail and to assess its importance to the film stability:

i) The oxidation has to be separated from the other ageing

mechanisms which are usually present in thin film resistors.

ii) The various btages of oxygen-metal interactions have to be

studi.td in detail from the coverage of much less than one

monolayer of oxygen on a clean surface up to the formation

of a distinct oxide phase.

iii) The impact of each interaction stage on the electrical

properties of the film has to be known.

In order to meet condition (i) a single crystal film was

chosen as resistor thus eliminating precipitation, annealing pro-

cesses and grain boundary effects. Further, it is possible to exclude

the diffusion of contact material into the resistor films by using a

thicker layer of the same material as contact lands. This leaves

only surface interactions and the interaction with the substrate, the

latter being assessed as of minor importance.



Condition (ii) is met by depositing the chromium films

from pure sources under ultra-high vacuum conditions, so that their

surfaces are iinitially atomically clean and by using gas handling

systems which allow gas quantities equivalent to a fraction of a

monolaer to be admitted.

Since the oxidation is a complex process involving physi-

cal adsorption of oxygen at the film surface, chemisorption and the

eventual incorporation of oxygen into an oxide layer overall kinetic

measurements cannot distinguish between the various steps. In this

study we use simultaneous measurements of gas pressure, film resis-

tarnce and film work function change to enable the various processes

to be separated, and to observe which is rate determining.

Condition (iii) is met by measuring various physical

properties simultaneously with the resistance and by trying to

assess theoretically the impact of the various mechanisms on the

electrical properties. The experiments on single crystal surfaces

should also yield information about 'he orientation dependence of the

oxidation process, its dependence on the defect concentration and

should help to determine more precisely the impact of oxidation on

the electrical properties of thin films. Additional measurements

on polycrystalline chromium films on glass substrates are expected to

determine the influence of the grain structure on the oxidation pro-

coss and represent a link to commercially used resistor material.

Furthermore, it is difficult to measure accurately the amount of gas

adsorbed on a single crystal surface, since its area is necessarily

small compared to other adsorbing areas in the reaction cell. It

has to be inferred from the exposure to the gas, work function or
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other physical data, whereas it can be determined volumetrically

with great accuracy cn polyorystalline films. Measurements on

these two types oi film therefore complement each other.

A kinetic study of the oxidation mechanism over a wide

range of temperatures and oxide thicknesses and the study of its

impact on the electrical film properties could give the following

information under the assumption that the oxidation follows the

same rate laws in the presence of other processess

(a) An estimate of the extent to which resistor degradation

is due to oxidation over the normal range of working

temperatures.

(b) One or several rate equations which can be advantageously

used in life test experiments provided the oxidation rate

is analytically correlated with the drift of the electri-

cal properties. The knowledge of the validity of a rate

equation over a range of thicknesses and stress conditions

would also enable us tc predict individual component life

with respect to oxidation.

(c) The knowledge of a particular oxidation process would be

applicable to similar materials.

(d) The knowledge of the detail processes could suggest means

of controlling the oxidation during manufacture either by

certain additives in the source material or gas ambient

or by altering the temperature-time sequence of the oxi-

dation process.

This report describes the progress that has been made in

the first contract year towards the comprehensive programme outlined

and the aims listed above.



2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS -J

Some of the experimental methods used are unusual in re-

liability studies, and Therefore a brief description will be given

before describing the experimental arrangement and data obtained.

2.1 Volumetric kinetic data

The amount of gas taken up by a film, the rate of uptake,

and the pressure dependence of the uptake can be measured by adding

known volumes of gas to the cell containing the film, and monitoring

the fall in pressure.

In the experimental arrangement used for polycrystalline

film measurements the apparatus is arranged so that there are vir-

tually no adsorbing surfaces present apart from the resistor film.

This enables the uptake of gas by the film to be accurately measured.

The gas pressure and film temperature are also monitored so that

overall kinetic measurements of the oxidation process can be made.

Since volumetric measurements on single crystal films are difficult

because of stray adsorption on other surfaces, the exposure (i.e.

pressure times time) is used as indication for the coverage which

makes pressure measurements over a wide pressure range necessary.

2.2 Surface otential measurements

The work function of metal surfaces is extremely sensitive

to very slight changes in the condition of the surface. In respect

of oxidation processes measurements of work function change are

particularly valuable in two respects&



(a) Adsorption onto the metal film surface may be either weak

physical adsorption involving van der Waals fores, or

chemisorption involving definite bond formation between

the gas and the surface. In the initial stages of oxi-

dation, oxygen molecules strike the metal surface and

become dissociatively adsorbed to give a layer of chemi-

sorbed oxygen atoms. Because of the relative eleotro-

negativities of oxygen e nd metals in general (except gold),

this results in a double layer of charge at the metal sur-

face with the negative charge directed outwards which

results in an increase of work function. This increase

is referred to as the surface potential (S.P.) (an increase

in work function is conventionally a negative S.P.). Under

some circumstances a weak molecular oxygen adsorption occurs

where the polarization of oxygen molecules in the surface

field results in a positive S.P. Physical adsorption gives

always a positive S.P. The transport of a chemisorbed

oxygen from the surface into the metal lattice is equi-

valent to the oxidation process and should result in a

decrease of the (negative) surface potential. Hence, work

function measurements should allow distinctions to be made

between molecularly adsorbed oxygen, atomic nhemisorption,

and the penetration of oxygen atoms into the metal lattice.

(b) At a later stage in the oxidation when a distinct film of

oxide exists on the metal surface, the subsequent growth

will be influenced by any field across the oxide layer,
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due to the S.P. of the chemisorbed oxgen atoms at the

vacuum oxide interface. We have, for example, measured

the S.P. of a saturated chemisorbed oxygen layer on

chromium as -2.2 V9 which could represent a field of

2.2 x 107 volts/cm across a 10 1 thick oxide film.

Fields of this order of magnitude are therefore sufficient

to control the diffusion of species through the oxide film.

The techniques are described in detail in section 3.12(a)

2.3 Film area measurements

One difficulty with polycrystalline metallic thin films is

the uncertainty of their structure, which can only be thoroughly

studied by depositing them in situ inside an electron microscope

under u.h.v. conditions. Since the structure of clean films and

the structural changes during oxidation influence the electrical

properties, the measurements of the true film area as opposed to the

geometric area are useful, as they provide some structural

information during the oxidation process. Roughness factors upto

5 are known for 200 1 thick chromium films which had been annealed

at 80°C. They would introduce a considerable error into any rate

equation containing the oxide thickness. The roughness factor

also changes during the oxidation. Therefore, surface area

measurements have been carried out in situ on the resistor films

by inert gas adsorption measurements, to allow meaningful oxide

thickness measurements to be made, and to provide some structural

data before and during oxidation. These measurements do not
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interfere with the oxidation process. They can be roughly related

to the number of metal atoms in the surface and to the crystallite

size.

2.4 Mlectrical properties

Simultaneously to the measurements described above the

resistance and its temperature coefficient were determined which

gives a close relationship between the physical and chemical

phenomena during oxidation and the electrical properties which

are in this context of primary importance.

3. POLYCRYSTALLINE FILMS

3.1 Experimental Arrangement

3.11 Vacuum System

A bakeable mercury borosilicate-glass vacuum system has

been used, a schematic diagram of which is shown in figure 1.

Gas can be admitted from the storage bulbs to a mercury cut-off

set incorporating a McLeod gauge. The cut-offs completely isolate

the storage section, so that the high vacuum is not exposed to grease

taps or inbaked glassware, except the McLeod gauge which can be

torched out. From this cut-off set small and accurately measured

quantities of gas can be admitted through the cold trap (4) and

either valve (2) or the capillary to the reaction cell and the gauge

assembly. The reaction cell and gauge assembly plus valve (2) and

cold trap (4) were designed to have the minimum possible volume to

increase the accuracy of the volumetric measurements, (the total

v- une being - 450 cc), and to have a minimum of stray adsorption
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surfaces (the valve V2 is of all-glass construction except for a

glass-encased iron slug which moves a highly polished glass plate,

and all tungsten electrodes and supports in the gauges and the re-

action cell are glass encased as far as possible). The cold trap

V2 is designed so that the inlet and exit from the cooled region

are identical, so that no thermomolecular flow corrections have

to be made when measuring the equilibrium pressure in the cell

assembly with the McLeod gauge. With this arrangement it is

possible to admit measured quantities of g-. ,es to a resistor film

equivalent to a few per cent of one monolayer of gas on the sur-

face of the film. The pumping arrangement (diffusion pump (),

cold traps (2) and.(3) terminating in valve (1)) was used as a

fast pumping line to increase the pumping speed during outgassing

and film deposition. However, only a polished glass sliding valve

could be used for valve 1. Conventional metal ultra high vacuum

valves and a specially constructed glass valve using liquid gallium

as seal adsorbed large quantities of oxygen, and therefore intro-

duced intolerable errors to the volumetric measurements. Since the

conduction of the polished glass valve caused errors above 0.1 micron

this system was only used for experiments at low pressures. The

system was sealed off at the point marked (A)for experiments at

higher pressures. The base line vacuum obtained with either

arrangement after thorough outgassing and bakeout was 1 to 2 x 10
"I0

torr. However, in view of the small pumping speed great care had to

be taken with cleanliness, and all parts were capable of thorough

outgassing.
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3.12 The reaction cell

3.12 (a) Surface Potential Measurements

A diagram of the reaction cell based on a design by ritohad

is shown in Fig.2. The resistor film is deposited onto a spherical

borosilicate glass bulb, which then forms the envelope of a ther-

mionio diode with the resistor film as the anode. The central

directly heated cathode is maintained at constant temperature by

placing it in one arm of a very sensitive Wheatstone bridge and

by circulating water at constant temperature around the filament

lead ins. This avoids any changes in cathode temperature when the

cell temperature is changed. The current/voltage relationship in

the retarding field region is (Crowell and Arstrong4 )s
2-(A-VA)I - CT 2 exp E - 1 ()1

c

where OA a anode work function

VA - anode-cathode voltage

T - cathode temperature

I - diode current

C - constant (depending on the effective cathode area)

The equation

I - A (2)

R

must also be satisfied where VB is the e.m.f. and R the resistance

of the diode current source.

Thus at a constant cathode temperature we have from

equations (1) and (2)
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1 +1
dA 1+ V kT A())

so an electrometer monitoring the anode voltage will measure changes

in the anode work function directly if the resistance % of the cur-

rent source is much greater than the dynamic resistance of the diode.

This method is suitable for the measurement of work function cha a

produced by gas adsorption, since it is insensitive to changes in the

cathode work function. The sensitivity is largely determined by the

stability of the cathode temperature sard by zero point drift in the

electrometer. In practice a sensitivity of about 1 mY can be ob-

tained and in the measurements reported here it was uwally of the

order of a few millivolts. Two types of circuits were used a shown

in figure 3. In methcd (a) I/V plots are obtained before and after

changing the work function of the anode, their diaplecement giying

the change in work function under the condition of the characteris-

tics being parallel. Any errors in the design of the diode or any

change in the stability of the cathode will be reflected in non-

parallel diode characteristi-cs.

In order to operate the diode in intermittent pressures

up to approxis.ately 1 x 105 torr of oxygen, the cathode must be

inert against oxygen pressure up to this range. According to

Singleton' tungsten cathodes are not suitabl-, since small qran-

tities of WO. vapour azz reported to be produced at temperatures

above 950°C aid pressures below 10 "< torr. Tha rate of production

of oxides is reported to decrease teyond -1600 0 C. Mherefore,
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tungsten and rhenium catl 'es were coated with lanthanum hexaboride

(La B6) to decrease the operating temperature and the rate of oxi-

dation at low pressures. Normally the La B6-coating reacts with

the metal to give the metal boride, and lanthanum is evaporated

from the cathode. This reputedly does not occur for coated

rhenium cathodes.

Two types of cathode filaments were tested:

A 0.075 mm tungsten wire (0.003'1 coated with a thin layer

of zirconium carbide, sintered in vacuum at 1800C, and

then coated with lanthanum hexaboride to a final diameter

of 0.0065" (0.17 mm)

A 0.25 mm rhenium wive 0.010")coated directly by cata-

phoresis from a suspension of lanthanum hexaboride in

acetone.

The carbon layer on the first filament reputedly minimizes the re-

action between tungsten and the boride coating.

Figure 4 shows I/V curves over, a range of cathode tempera-

tures from which it can be shown by the comparison with plain W that

the work function of the rhenium basedcathode is approximately the

same as bulk lanthanum hexaboride (approx. 2.7 eV, Lafferty 6).

Figure 5 shows the variations in work function of the gold anode

around the tungsten based cathode as a function of time and cathode

temperature. It is concluded that lanthanum evaporates from these

cathodes at temperatures at and above 11500 C. No similar changes

could be observed for the rhenium based cathodes below 18000C.

Thus it is con. uded that La B -coated rhenium cathodes are suf-
6f

ficiently stable for the present purpose.
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LaB6-coated rhenium cathodes were used for some of the

measurements described, but plain tungsten cathodes yielded iden-

tical results and the following evidence exists that no evaporation

of WO3 occurred:

i) Identical work function changes were obtained with plain

tungsten and LaB6 -coated rhenium cathodes when admitting.

oxygen to the resistor films.

ii) No instabilities could be detected in the athode bridge

circuit as would be expected if the cathode were chemi-

cally attacked.

iii) Using the circuit of figure 3(a) the diode characteristics

were found to be parallel during addition of oxygen to the

resistor films.

iv) The saturation S.P. of oxygen on chromium at -196 0 C has

been measured by Roberts7 using a vibrating capacitor

technique involving no heated filaments. We obtain the

same value.

For both cathode materials there exists a minimum tempera-

tw - 0aJ w which very small quantities of oxygen cause an almost

total drop in diode current, which is due to very severe poisoning

by chemisorbed oxygen and does not occur on tungsten at temperatures

above 1500 C. The optimum temperature for LaB6-coated rhenium

cathodes was - 12000C. A further complication arises through the

dissociation of oxygen molecules at the hot cathode surface and the

combined interaction of oxygen atoms and molecules with the anode.

The far higher adsorption rate of oxygen atoms renders any inter-
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protation of adsorption measurements problematic even if only a

small fraction is dissociated. Therefore we admitted only small

doses of ozygen via the capillary system (figure 1) to ensure

rapid pressure decrease during adsorption and to prevent an in-

crease of pressure above 10 - 5 torr. At higher pressures the cathode

was switched off during oxidation and the pressure decreased for the

measurements.

3.12 (b) Resistance Measurements

For resistance measurements two 1251L thick platinum foil

contacts were sealed onto the equator of the bulb (figure 2) and

spot-welded to the glass-encased tungsten leads. Good electrical

contact to the films over the temperature range -1960C to +900C

could only be achieved by lapping the glass over the edges of the

platinum foils.

The film resistance was measured by means of an AC bridge

(Wayne-Kerr B221) with a sensitivity of -1 m , although the accu-

racy of measurements rarely attained this value due to electrical

interference and dif"iculties of precise temperature control.

Resistance changes equivalent to approzimately 2 x 10 - 4 of the film

resistance could be measured.

Values of film resistance could only approximately be

converted to resistivity because of the geometry of the bulb and its

appendages and the uncertainty about the precise position and the

shape of the contacts.

The film resistance, surface potential, and the gas pres-

sure in the reaction vessel could be displayed versus time on a
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three pen chart recorder. Resistance and surface potential could

not be simultaneously displayed, since the circuits interfered.

Switching between these two measurements took approximately one

minute.

3.13 Pressure measurements

The accurate and continuous measurement of oxygen and

xenon pressures over the region 10-7 torr to 10"1 torr and residual g6s

pressures down to 10 "10 torr was achieved by using four types of gauges.

(a) A normal Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge was used for

monitoring the general background pressure.

(b) A specially constructed McLeod gauge, which could be

torched for outgassing, and which exposed no surfaces ex-

cept glass and mercury to the ambient vacuum, was used for

measuring gas pressures in the closed system, and as a

standard for calibrating the other gauges. It covered
-- 2

the range 5 x 10 torr to 6 x 10-2 torr.

(c) A miniature ion gauge, based on th . Schultz-Phelps8 pattern

but with gold electrodes (to minimize stray adsorption) and

a laB6-coated rhenium cathode was constructed for the

measurement of xenon piessures. This gauge had an almost

linear response for xenon over the range 5 x 10- 7 torr to

10 torr and probably higher. It could not be used to

measure oxygen pressures since the cathode was attacked

at oxygen pressures of the order of 10-3 torr. The

miniature ion gauge was normally operated at a low

emission current of abcut 7A, so that no errors resulted
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from gauge pumping.

(d) An ultra sensitive Pirani gauge was used to monitor oxygen

pressures. The filament consisted of 25 cm of 25p dia-

meter nickel wire that was rolled into tape to increase

its sensitivity (Ellet and Zabel 9 ).

The gauge was extremely sensitive to very small changes

in temperature, and also to the ambient illumination, so

it was constructed within a blackened water jacket. Nor-

mally the jacket was thermostated at 280C, and the fila-

ment maintained at 1200C. Using a high impedance instru-

ment with a full scale deflection of 1 mv' to detect the

error signal from the Pirani bridge, pressures down to

1 x 10 torr could be measured. The gauge was cali-

brated up to 6 x 102 torr, and when the nickel filament

was oxidised by heating to 300 C in oxygen before the

gauge was put into service, the calibration did not

change over long periods of time.

3.14 Evaporation procedure and purity of materials

The gases used were all of the spectroscopically pure

grade and were supplied by the British Oxygen Company Ltd. The

purity of the xenon was checked by measuring the vapour pressure

at liquid oxygen temperature by means of the McLeod gauge.

Very high purity electrolytic chromium was supplied by

Johnson Matthey Co. Ltd. Bef._'e mounting it in the vacuum system

it was prepared as follows:
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i) "Silver boat" purification. This is a hydrogen furnacing

technique in a high frequency induction field which re-

duces non-metallic impurities. At this stage analysis

showed the following impurities:

Metallic impurities < 22 ppm, oxygen 6 ppm, nitrogen 2 ppm,

hydrogen 1 ppm.

ii) The chromium was then outgassed and partially evaporated

under a vacuum of approximately 10-8 torr in an ancillary

vacuum system. It was then transferred to the reaction

cell.

iii) Outgassing of the chromium sample and the vacuum system

was then alternately carried out until the chromium could

be maintained at a temperature close to the sublimation

point in a vacuium of better than 5 x 10 "10 torr.

The resistor film was then evaporated onto the bulb, no

attempt was made to control the deposition rate, which was in the

range 5 to 15 R per minute. The best evaporation conditions attained

weres

Base line vacuum 1-2 x 10"10 torr

Initial pressure on heating 4 x 1010 torr
chromium ready for evapora-
tion

Pressure throughout deposi- 1-2 x 1O O torr
tion

On occasions the base line vacuum was higher ( 5 x 10"I0 torr), and

t|, maximum initial pressure oni heating the chromium was 5 x 10 - 9

torr. No influence of these parameters on the surface properties
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was observed. This is nct surprising, since the true film area was

of the order of several hundred square oentimetres, nd therefore the

amount of gas required to contaminate it is high (several litre

microns).

3.2 Results and Discussion

3.21 Surface area measurements j
Two methods were employed for the measurement of film sur-

face areas,

3.21 (a) Xenon S.P. data

The xenon S.P. versus coverage relationship allows the

amount of xenon adsorbed equivalent to one monolayer on the clean metal

surface to be determined fairly accurately and represents one method

of film area measurement (Pritchard10 ). A typical xenon S.P. plot

is shown in figure 6. The detailed shape of the curves up to satu-

ration will be dictated by the complexities of the film structure and

the energetics of the adsorption process, which will not be discussed

further.

As an oxide layer builds up on the surface the behaviour of

xeaon becomes complex. The saturation is no longer sharp, a shallow

maximum appears in the S.P. plot, and the magnitude of the positive

S.P. maximum decreases. This is illustrated in figure 7, which shows

the variation of S.P. and pressure as a function of the ;aumber of atoms

adsorbed for the adsorption of xenon at -196°C onto a chromium surface

covered with a 12R thick oxide layer. In these circumstances it is

difficult to read off the monolayer volume, and so the B.E.T. method

was applied to the pressure versus amount adsorbed data.
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3.21 (b) The Brunauer-Emett-Teller (B.E.T.) equation

The B.E.T. equation (Brunauer, Emmett and Teller 1) re-

presents an attempt to extend the concept of an ideal localized

(or fixed) monolayer of physically adsorbed gas to a multimoleoular

adsorbed film. It yields a two-constant equation from which surface

areas and heats of adsorption can be calculated. It has been very.

widely applied to the measurement of surface areas of a wide range

of materials with many gases, and the results of the surface area

measurements have been very consistent despite doubts about itv

theoretical validity. It is used as an analytical method for

locating the "point B" on a PV isotherm where the affinity of the

surface ie changing most rapidly. This is the point at which a

monolayer of adsorbed gas is formed (see Young and Crowell12 ).

The B.E.T. equation is

1 + ( i) (4)

v(p °  p + c PO

where p - pressure of gas above the film

v - amount of gas adsorbed

vm - amount of gas adsorbed to form one monolayer

c - a constant, which is related to the heat of adsorption

in the original theory

p0 - the saturated vapour pressure of the gas (xenon in

our case) at the adsorption temperature.

For xenon adsorption on metal films "c" is high (se-reral thousand),

and so a plot of

V(P) versus Pc
0pp P0
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should yield a straight line of slope , enabling the amount of
'Vm

one monolayer to be obtained. The equation must be applied in the

region of the "point B". and there is justification for treating

P0 as an arbitrary constant (Haynes 1)

The agreem- rt between the two methods is reasonable in

the region where both vJp'j oe apnUiied. It can be seen from figure 7

that the B.E.T. monclayei vz-ume it :ocated where the S.P. commences

to level off after tne a,:Lx.Lmum vn che 3.P. plot.

If the =onolaye: amount of xenon (v m ) is known, the mean

surfac- area per xenon atom on the surface has to be used to con-

vert this to the film area. To calculate the number of surface

metal atoms it is e2so necessary to make some assumptions concern-

ing the distribution of crystal planes in the surface of the films.

The usually accepted value for t+ne mean area per xenon atom is 24 12

(Cannon 14 ) and is based oi, the assumption that the mode of packing of

xenon monolayers is largely independent of the adsorbent. There is

now evidence thai *nc packing of xenon monolayers is structure sen-

sitive (Brennan, Graham and Hayes 1 5 , Ehrlich and Hudda 1 6 ). If the

coverage of oxygen on the metal surface is defined as

no. of oxygen atoms on surface
U no, of metal atoms in the surface of the film

then X -amount of oxygen adsorbed on the surface
amount of xenon adsorbed to give one monolayer

where Q - a constant, depending on the assumptions made .,oncerning

the nature of the xenon monolayer, as shown in table 1.

For a diatomic gas (%. also depends on whether the gas is disassocia-
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tively adsorbed. The table given below gives the variation of Q

values for a mean area per xenon atom of 24 12 (total surface area

method), and assuming xenon packs into crystallographic sites on

the surface. Values are given for each of the principle crystal

planes.

TABLE I

100 110 111 Mean
"lane Plane Plane

Assuming 241 2 for mean .69 .49 1.18 .69
area per Xe atom

Assuming Xe atoms .5 .5 1.5 .695
'pack' into the metal
surface lattice

VALUES OF THE FACTOR Q FOR DETERMINING THE COVERAGES OF DIATOMIC

GASES ADSORBED ON CHROMIUM SURFACES BY XENON ADSORPTION.

The absence of evidence of preferred orientation in the

electron diffraction pattern suggests it is reasonable to assume

the three principle crystal planes are equally prominent, so the

mean Q is used.

It can be seen that the average is approximately the same

in both cases of table I and this value is used in subsequent cal-

culations. Hence it is assumed that the number of chromium atoms

in the surface can be calculated on the basis of equal areas of the

three principle crystal planes, and that xenon atoms pack in an

orderly array, or occupy 24 j2each.

When calculating oxide thicknesses from the total amount

of oxygen taken up and the amount of xenon adsorbed to give a manolayer
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X 1.4 x - () (5)

is used where X - oxide 'hickness

N - no. of oxygen molecules adsorbed

N - no. of adeorbed xenon atoms required to form

a monolayer at the same stage of the interaction.

This relationship assumes that the oxide is the most stable oxide of

chromium, Cr20 3 with the bulk density of 5 grin/co.

3.22 The properties of clean films

The resistor films described here were evaporated onto the

borosilicate glass "bulb" substrate at 25 0C, and annealed at 800 C for

30 to 60 minutes. An electron diffraction pattern and electron micro-

graph of a typical film are shown in plateo (1) and (2). The films

are polycrystalline with little or no preferred orientation. The

mean thickness of the films studied ranged from 200 1 to 500 X.

Mean thicknesses were measured by chemical mass determination.

Table II shows resistance and thickness data for three

filmss

TABLE II. DATA ON CLEAN FILMS

Resis- Weight Thick- Vm Xe Rougnness R(25 0 ) TCR(250  TCR(down
tor (mg) ness (atoms factor 0 and above) to 960C)

1016) /'C AI

1 1.65 215 15.5 4.2 27.888 +1.4.10 3 +5,65.10-4

2 1.20 157 12.5 3.3 53.2 +2.1.10 -3 +2.10 -4

4 3.32 525 33 8.8 8.827 +2.0,10'3 +4.5.10-4
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For reasons already given in section 3.12(b) resistance values can-

not accurately be converted to resistivity values, but the resis-

tivity is considerably larger than bulk chromia if it is calcu-

lated on the basis of a 'slab' film, %hose thickness is the mean

thickness. The TCR value at room temperature is comparable to the

bulk value (+3.0 x lO3/C), but decreases sharply with deortasing

temperature. The quoted TCR values are average values since the

resistance temperature relationship is not linear. A typical

resistance-temperature plot is shown in figure 9. The data for

the ideal resistivity of chromius (as deducted from atthiessen's

rule) given by White and Woods17 indicates a TCR fairly clore to

the bulk value in the temperature range 250 C to -1960 C. Three

factors can explain our low TCR at low temperatures:

i) defect scattering in the films

ii) impurity scattering

iii) size effects

(ii) is rejected in view of the materials parity and the cleanliness

of filareparation, leaving (i) and (ai) as possibilities.

The meadred surface areas indicate the films to be

highly defective. They have a large inter.al surface and must

consist of an open agglomeration of crystallites, since the 41ae

area per unit geometric area is almost linearly related to the

film mass per unit area. This also inplies a uniformity of

structure with film thickness, Figure 8 shows the relationships

between resistance (after annealing), film area and aill mass
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(the geometric area of the bulb substrates was approximately constant).

The square resistance is not linearly related to the film mass per

unit area, the dependence decreases at higher film thicknesses.

We havc as yet insufficient data to draw firm conclusions,

but in view of the open structure of the films the possibility of

size effects, even at average film thicknesses larger than the

electron mean free paths at temperatures in the range 20 C to
0I

-196°C,is strong, since the dimensions of crystallito might be

such that electrcn scattering at their boundaries exercises con-

siderable control over the film resistance which is estimated to be

between 63 2 to 220 1 at 20°C depending on the number of conduction

electrons assumed per atom of pure chromium (Gould 
18 )

3.23 Effect of physical adsorption on film resistance

Physical adsorption of xenon caused little, if any,

change in film resistance. This is expecteds physical adsorption

involves no electron exchange said the binding energy is low.

19
Suhrmann 1  observed increases in the resistance of nickel films

during xenon adsorption and attributed this to the penetration of

the films by xenon, but, possibly due to our filne being thicker

and the effect smaller, we have found no evidence to confirm. We

infer from this that physical adsorption in general is liable to

have little or no effect on the resistance of film in this thick-

ness range.

&%I
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3.24 The chemisorption process

The addition of oxygen to the surface of clean metals re-

sults in an initially large negative S.P. change (an incr4,.se in

work function), followed by a slower decay. The negative S.P.

change arises from the adsorbed oxygen atom having a vacant energy

level below the Fermi surface of the metal, so electrons are trans-

ferred from the metal to chemisorbed oxygen atoms at the metal sur-

face. This results in a surface dipole layer with the negative

charge directed from the metal, hence an increase in work function.

The chemisorption is dissociative, i.e., the oxygen is adsorbed

atomically (see for example Roberts20 ).

FigurelO(l) shows a plot of S.P. versus amount of oxygen

adsorbed on a chromium film at -196 0C. The adsorption was dis-

continued when the S.P. and therefore the surface was saturated,

and the pressure began to rise (i.e. to approximately 10-6 torr).

The final value attained (-2,15V)is in good agreement with the only

other recorded value (Quinn and Roberts 2 1 , which was obtained

using a vibrating capacitor technique. The ratio of the number

of oxygen atoms adsorbed to the number of metal atoms in the film

surface at this stage was 1.2, indicating that at this tempera-

turo (-1960 C) the interaction is largely confined to the surface.

The high negative S.P. indicates considerable ionicity of the metal-

chemisorbed oxygen bond (the comparable value for nickel is approxi-

mately -l.5). If the surface oxygen atoms were totally ionized to

0", then the surface would not be capable of adsorbing one mono-
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layer, since the ionic radius of 0 is 1.76 , and the atomic radius

of chromium is 1.25 R. It is not possible to calculate the charge on

the oxygen atom from the magnitude of the S.P., since the Helmholtz

formula gives

S.P. - 4N dm (6)
where N - no. of surface sites for adsorption

e - coverage

dm - dipole moment

This allows only the dipole moment to be calculated, and the die-

tance in the dipole is not known without additional evidence.

However, most chemisorbed species are held by largely co-v&lent

bonds with considerably smaller dipoles.

5.25 The incorporation process

3.25 (a) Experimental observation

When the layer at -196 0 C is warmed to a higher temperature

a large positive change in S.P. occurs and is accompanied by a re-

generation of the adsorptive capacity of the surface. Figure 11

shows the repeated adsorption at -196°C and subsequent warming up

to -78 0 C and then +25 0C which causes the regeneration of the surface

and the decrease in dipole moment. The plots labelled (2),(5),(6)

and (8) on figurelo correspond to the subsequent additions on

figure 11. Similar behaviour has been observed for other metalI

(Quinn and Roberts 2 1  Delchar and Tompkins) and for other strongly

electronegative gases (Burshtein and Shurmovskaya 2 3). They are

usually attributed to incorporation of o.ygen into the metal lat-

tice, since a movement of oxygen atoms bearing a negative charge
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from the surface into the lattice might result in a positive change

in S.P. It is also possible to interpret the positive cl.a.ge in S.P.

by a surface migration of oxygen atoms from the outer surface of the

film, which exercises the dominant control over the measured work

function change compared to its inner surfaces.

Both mechanisms could result in a positive S.P. change and

a regeneration of thi! adsorptive capacity of the surface. The latter

is, however, rejected on the following groundst

(i) Since a coverage of greater than unity is initially attained

at -1960C, it would require a large internal surface of the

film not accessible to zenon adsorption.

(ii) Although the adsorptive power of the surface is regenerated,

the regenerated surface does not respond like the original

clean surface in respect of either xenon or oxygen ad-

sorption.

(iii) The large heat of oxygen adsorption on chromium of initially

174 Kcal/mole (Brennan, Hayward and Trapnell 2 4 ) implies a

strong binding energy making surface migration unlikely.

(iv) The measurements in figure 11 suggest that the regenerated

surface exceeds the total initial surface which can only be

explained by incorporation.

(v) As will be seen later, the positive S.P. change is associated

with a large resistance change, which might be difficult to

account for on the basis of surface migration.

Thus the positive S.P. drifte are associated with the

movement of chemisorbed oxygen atoms into the metal lat-

tice, i.e., the incorporation process. This is the initial
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stage of oxidation.

The points recorded in figure 10 are in fact the final

values attained for each dose of' oxyg ,m auded. If the S.P. versus

time traces are examined for each dose it is observed that incorpora-

tion of oxygen atoms occurs even at -1960C and sub-monolayer cover-

ages of oxygen. Figure 12 shows the S.P. versus time traces for the

points marked A, B and C on figurelO. In each case the pressure

falls to zero at approximately the (negative) maximum, so that the

positive drift is not accompanied by any change in the number of

oxygen molecules adsorbed, but is solely due to the transfer of

chemisorbed oxygen atoms to the lattice.

Before the positive S.P. drifts can be used to study the

kinetics of the incorporation process it must be established that

the number of oxygen atoms incorporated is proportional to the S.P.

drift. It is clear from figureslO and 11 that the negative S.F. is

not linearly related to the nmouwt adsorbed, but this would not be

expected, since the shape of the S.P. versus coverage plot will be

influenced by the pronounced structural heterogeneity of the films,

and the fact that they have an 'internal' surface. Also the amounts

of gas taken up during the successive adsorptions of figure 11 are

arbitrary, since atomic oxygen is present and incorporation of

oxygen is occurring near saturation. It seems reasonable to iden-

tify the amount of oxygen adsorbed at -196 0 C during the steeply

rising negative parts of the adsorption curves of figure 11 with

the filling of vacant surface sites, whereas the later shallow part

is largely due to incorporation. 'nus a plot of adsorbed amount
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versus the positive decay durng the previous warming from -196°C

to +25 °C should give the relationship between S.P. decay and the

number of chemisorbed oxygen atoms. This is shown in figure 14 to

be linear and the slope to be approximately +1-5 volts per I x 1016

220 molecules. Delohar and Tompkins found exactly the same be-

haviour for nickel films, where the situation was simpler since the

.extent of incorporation of oxygen at -1960C is very much smaller,

and they used a static capaciter method of measurement where the

complication due to atomic oxygen did not arise. For nickel the

16slope was +.66 volts per 10 oxygen molecules. Thus the S.P.

drift can be used to follow the kinetics of incnrporation.

All curves like those in figure 12 do not fit simple

first order kinetics, but for each increment equivalent to a small

fraction of a monolayer, they were found to fit an equation of the

forms

- A log (t + B)+ C (7)

where n i - the number of atoms of the increment incorporated

t - time

A, B and C are constant.i

This can be seen from figure 13.

Two other observations are relevant:-

i) At very low coverage there is little positive decay and

the initial negative going S.P. change is smaller, giving

rise to a "foot" on the S.P./coverage relationship in

figure 9(1). This cannot be explained with stray ad-
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adsorption. It was also observed for the nickel-oxygen

25system and was tentatively explained by Delchar

These non-uniformities largely arose from the use of

a cylindrical dsorption cell and the evaporation of the

film from a small source situated on the axis of the

cylinder. They should not be present in our experimen-

tal arrangement, where the film is thrown from a "point"

source at the centre of a spherical bulb substrate. The

overall shape of S.P./ooverage relationship at -1960 C is,

apart from the "foot", almost certainly dictated by the

ratio of inner to outer surfaces of the film. The ini-

t:..4 adsorption is occurring on the outer surfaces, which

exercises most control over the work function, and the

subsequent adsorption on the inner surfaces. The reason

for the "foot" however is not understood, since an ex-

planation based on surface migration from the outer to

the inner surfaces would seem unreasonable.

ii) There is a small tendency for the positive decay to in-

crease with coverage up to a coverage of close to unity.

If the adsorption is continued further the behaviour

changes, since second layer adsorption of oxygen occurs

at high coverages and low tempersture; and the transfer

of second layer oxygen to the chemisorbed layer begins

to dominate the S.P. plot. This is discussed in 3.27(d).

The slope of the surface potential versus log (time)-plots
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such as figure 13, does not vary considerably with in-

creasing coverage or increasing total S.P. The major

change with increasing coverage is a fall in maximum

negative S.P. attained per dose.

TABLE III

Total S.P. Coverage Slope of S.P. "Normalised"
versus log slope
(time) plot

-o.88o .25 3.7 x 102 volts/ 9.2 x 10 2

time decade

-1.461 .60 3.62 x 10-2  5.4 x 1O-2

-1.551 .64 3.9 x 1o 2  5.5 x 10-2

-1.756 .75 3.5 x 10- 2  4.4 x 10- 2

-1.893 .86 2.7 x 10-2 3.1 x 10- 2

SWOPE OF S.P. VERSUS LOG (TIME) PLOTS AS A FUNCTION OF

COVERAGE AND TOTAL S.P. FOR TWE ADSORPTION OF OXYGEN ON

CHROMIUM AT -196 0 C.

The apparent activation energy of the incorporation pro-

cess was measured at about unit coverage of chemisorbed oxygen.

The initial rates were

-160'C .156 V/uin

-78°C .685 V/min

These figures yield an apparent activation energy of approximately

0.75 Kcal/mole.
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3.25 (b) Kinetics and mechanism of the incorporation

Equation (7) can be derived on the assumption that the

activation energy E for the incorporation increases linearly with

amount incorporated, i.e. for each increment n let the activa-

tion energy

E - E0 + a ni (8)

where a and E° are constants

since if the rate is

dn const exp (-E) (9)

we obtain again

n i  = A log (t + B) + C

Equation (7) is a form of the Elovich equation, which has been found

applicable to many surface processes requiring activation, and can

be derived in a variety of ways (Roberts 0).

We have recently offered the following mechanistic ex-

planation in this case (Crosoland and Roettgers26 ) Oxygen strikes

the surface at random from the gas phase and is chemisorbed with a

high sticking probability. The surface of the film is heterogeneous,

and there exist adsorption sites with a range of activation energies

for the incorporation process, so that at a given low temperature

incorporation is only possible on a particular percentage of the

total number of sites occupied. For a particulae increment of

gas the activation energy will rise with the number of atoms in-

corporated. Further increments may change the distribution of sites
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since oxygen ohemisorbed onto sites with insufficient activation

energy for incorporation will block them, whereas sites with suf-

ficient energy may be capable of further incorporation processes.

This would give rise to increase of incorporation with coverage,

would depend on the probability of incorporation at sites on which

incorporation had already occurred, and would probably cause a de-

crease in the maximum negative S.P., since in the later stages some

of it is due to chemisorption onto sites above incorporated oxygen

atoms. We rejected a model based on the field existing between the

adsorbed layer and the metal surface as an explanation of the be-

haviour especially at low coverages, since a uniform field does

not exist within a partial monolayer and we had observed extensive

incorporation at low coverages of chemisorbed oxygen (e.g. see

Table III).

However, Delohar and Tompkins 2 2 have interpreted their

data for nickel, which is very similar to our own for chromium by

means of the surface potential field model. They masse that eaoh ogen

atom has a potential energy of jqV resulting from its position in the

electrical double layer. The potential difference V is encountered

by the atom on moving across the oxygen-metal dipole layer, and q

is the charge on each oxygen atom. The potential difference V is

then identified with the measured S.P., especially at high coverage

which gives the linear increase of activation energy with coverage

required to explain the S.P. versus log (time) plots, with the rate

equation being



dn AEF qV

dt- oonst. exp- kT (10)

where AE - the most probable barrier height

and n - the no. of oxygen atoms incorporated.

This rate equation can be written as

dVd- p a " " V (11)

which ort integration under the condition that V is the S.P. at0

t - G gives

V - - a 1 log t + exp(- V0) -1 log a (12)

A plot of log (t + constant) versus V should give a straight line

of slope

1 where a- (3)
a 2kT

This relatignship was used by Delchar and Tompkins 2 2 to determine q,

the charge on an oxygen atom chemisorbed at a nickel surface. A

value of 0.3e was obtained where e is the electronic charge. This

value is very reasonable, since it implies a metal-oxygen bond dis-

tance of approximately .35 a, which would be the case if the ohemi-

sorbed oxygen atoma were located in the potential wells between sur-

face metal atoms, rather than mounted directly above them.

We can apply the same formalism to our data if we assume

i) a uniform chemisorbed layer, and

ii) the potential energy of the dipoles to be correctly des-

cribed by qV over the range of our data.
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The slope of the S.?. versus log (time) plots for chronium

gives a value of .4 s which is in good agreement ;ith the value for

niokel, mince its ratio to the Ni value corrGsponds to the ratio of

the measured saturation S.P. values of chemisorbed oxygen on the two

metals. 1Tis is required by the HeLholtz formula (equation (6))

if the adsorption processes and the metal lattice constants are

similar. Since the apparent activation energy is .75 Kcal/nole at

approximately unit coverage, E., the barrier height, can be calcu-

lated since at unit coverage accordi-g to eqn.(l0)

.75 - -jq

giving E P - 10.8 [cal/mole compared with 7.3 Kcal/mole for nickel.

On the basis of the above assumptions the slope of the S.P. versus

log (time) plots will not depend on Vo the initial S.F., and hence

on coverage,.

Both asrmptions are however open to criticism:

i) The distribution of oxygen atoms over the total area of

the resistor film will depend on the reaction cell and

inlet geometry, and the measured S.P. will be an average

over the whole surfaoe. The two extreme cases are a per-

fectly distributed uniform array as above and the case

where admission of oxygen to the bulb results in satu-

rated chemisorption on a limitcd filL area while only

little adsorption occurs on the rest of the surface.

For the latter case the measured SF. give, only the

average surface charge density. The data can in thia
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given dose by a scaling factor to make V equal to the0

saturation S.P. which for chromium is .-2.2 V. This will

change the slope of the S.P. versus log (time) plots by

the same factor, and the last column of Table III shows

the values obtai-.,ed by this "normalisation". Delchar

and Tompkin 2 obtained for nickel reasonable agreement

between the interaction with large o~ygen doses at

temperatures higher than -1960C, and values obtained by

forming a monoliyer of ohemisorbed oxygen at -196OC

(where little or no incorpiration occurs) and then

warming the monolayer to a higher temperature. It can

be seen that in our case no approximately constant value

is obtained. It is difficult to retermine the distri'.,-

tion of incident oxygen molecules over the film surface.

An inlet consisting of a umall hole at the bulb surface

would recult in a cosine distribution at the pressuires

used in these experiments which should give u ver- r-1-

form distribution. Our inlet tube has the form of an

annular ring (see figure 2), whose length is comparable

to the ring eize. Tho resulting distribution however

should be more uniform than in the cylindrical cell used

27% .
on nickel (Delohar, Eberhagen and Tompkins 2 and it ap-

pears unlikely that, e.g. at 0.25 oove,age and an S.P. of

-0.880 V practically all the gas admitted should be ad-

sorbed over one small area of film giving an S.P. of

-2.2 V in this limited region.
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ii) For a uniform distribution of dipoles at the surface it is

not reasonable to expect the potential energy of the di-

poles to be correctly described by j qV over a wide range

of coverage, The formula for the interaction energy of a

closely spaced array of dipoles consisting of point charges

is

AQ - qV (14)

and this energy is clearly comparable to the measured ao-

tivation for *%e Incorporation process. If the dipole

layer is not ideal, the deviations from this relation-

ship may be expressed by

AQ - -j qf (15)

where f is a structural factor representing the fraction

of V effectively acting on the dipoles. Mignolet 28 has

calculated the variation of AQ with the distance d be-

tween the centre of gravity of the charges and the area

a2 occupied by a dipole on the surface. This gives

f a 2 -. -1 (16)

S+ t(j are t )

d
where p d a

The factor f therefore varies considers nith the dis-

tr'bution of charges, and f - 1 is only obtained for

large values of p, i.e., for long and closely spaced

dCpoles, with thu charges spread continuously on the

two planes. For small values of p it reduces to
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f 2k (17)
4z

An approximate calculation of the value of f can be

made on the following assumptions,

(a) The chemisorbed oxygen is not ionioally bonded,

but held by co-valent bonds with an ionicity

sufficient to give the measured S.P.

(P) The chemisorbed oxygen atoms are situated at lattice

sites between the metal atoms in the surface. This

position of minimum potential energy is more likely

thsn oxygen atoms situated directly over surface

metal atoms. The perpendicular distance between the

two layers of charge would then be in the region of

d - 0.5 1. Assumptions ()and(3) are in agreement

22with the values deduced by Delchar and Tompkine

(y) a2 will be different for the different principle

crystal planes. For (110) as the most closely plcked

plane of chromium a2 - 5.87 g2, hence a - 2.42 R.

Substituting these values in equation (16) and assuming

the coverage to be unity gives f - 0.115 which falls to

0.07 for a coverage of , and if 2.5 1 is assumed for d,

an f-value of .56 is obtained for unit coverage. Gross

defects iul the dipole structure due to the non-uniformity

of the metal surface will lead to a further lowering of f.

Whilst we are aware that the application of simple dipole

calculations represents a considerable over-aimplification, es-
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pecially when applied to data on polyorystalline materials, these

figures do suggest that the potential difference V that an atom

encounters on moving across the oxygen-metal double layer may be

considerably smaller than j qV, especially when the distance be-

tween the charges is low.

Since the slope of the S.P. versus log (time) plots is

approximately constanc with coverage, it might be argued that in

fact the local S.P. in regions where incorporation is taking place

is higher than the measured average (due to a lack of a uniform

distribution of surface oxygen atoms), but that the potential

difference that an oxygen atom encounters on moving across the

oxygen/metal double layer is only a fraction of this because f < 1.

If these two effects were to largely cancel each other, this would

justify the approximately constant slope, and the ret*.sonable values

observed for q. This does not however account for the fact that

equation (16 predicts values very much less than j qV for the

potential energy, and does not explain why equation (io) is

applicable to the data on nickel over quite wide ranges of cover-

age, when f is itself sensitive to coverage changes. Such an

interpretation would also require the build-up of high local con-

centrations of chemisorbed oxygen atoms over limited regions of our

films at coverages as low as i.

If an effect due to surface heterogeneity wore present

a rate equation of the same form as equation (10) would arise, but

AEf would be a function of coverage and j qV may be replaced by

qfV where f < 1 and is sensitive to coverage changes.
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F " ( a " j qf)V
. conet exp - 1 1 k8T1Tt- kT

where E0 is constant

and a is a oonstant dep3ndent on the distribution of su zaoe

sites.

Thus depending on the relative m~aitudes of a and j qf, linear V

versus log (time) plots might be obtained over small or larger

coverage ranges, and the reasonable values obtained for q and the

metal-oxygen bond distance assuming equation 10 to hold may be

fortuitou.. Measurements on single crystal film surfaces, whose

structure is uniform and defined, and on which a completely uniform

distribution of oxygen atoms can be obtained will help in establish-

ing the dominant mechanism.

The preceding discussion has been concerned with the

energy barrier of the incorporation process, and the way in which

it may be lowered by the dipole interaction ene2 ,-. No mention has

been made of the mechanism of the incorporation Ir'ocese. Lsanyon and

Trapnell29 have suggested two types of mechanism for the incorpora-

tion process. t

In the first type oxygen molecules ansist interchange of

oxygea and metal atoms by means of a liberation of tIv heat of

^hr-c^.- This ty-Pe of menhaniam cannot be operative on

chromium since we have found that incorporation proceeds without

any oxygen in the gas phase.

The second ty'pe of mechanism proposed by Lanyon and

Trapnoll29 involves defect sitea in the metal surface. Two cases

are distinguished here, one results in the removal of the defect
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sites and one does not. Since the incorporation appears not to be

limited to defeut sites the second case is considered most likely.

A third possibility has been advanced by Delchar and Tompkins 2 2 .

Despite the very low activation energies measured, the rate of in-

corporation is extremely slow. This is true for nickel and for our

data on chromium. Assuming first order kinetics and using the

measured activation energy Delchar and Tompkins 2 2 estimated that

the rate on nickel is a fator of approximately 1012 times too low.

They propose a model in which oxygen atoms at the metal surface move

between the surfaoe metal atoms in a similar way to that occurring

during interstitial diffusion of oxygen. This occurs only when

those metal atoms surrounding a given chemisorbed oxygen atom are

all mov.ng away from the oxygen atom as a result of their thermal

vibrations. The probability of this occurring is small, and it

gives a low probability factor to the rate equation, thus explain-

ing the low rate. A calculation of the probability factor of a

simple cubic crystal of nickel using a value for the size of the

oxygen atom based on a charge of .30 gives a probability factor of

the right order to explain the experimental rates. A mechanism of

this type could equally well apply to our data. It -As interesting

to note that the mechanism leads to a variation of activation energy

with the crystallographic nature of the adsorption &ites.

Vnz it hr been demonstrated that the processes of

chemisorption and incorporation of oxygen can bE se.e-rated on

chromium films by surface potential measurements at low tempera-

tures. The kinetics of incorporation har been studied down to low
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coverages of ohemisorbed oxygen, and a rate equation of the form

of tquatiort (9) is operative with initially a low activation energy

and a loi probability factor as observed by Delchar and Tompkins 22

on nickel films. The rate may be controlled by the surface field

and/or surface heterogeneity, and the important parameters are the

surface potential of ohemisorbed oxygen and the crystallographic

nature of the surface (e.g. the crystal planes presented, defects,

etc.) Observations on single crystal surfaces are expected to

clarify this situation.

3.26 Structural changes during oxidation

TABLE IV. TRUE FILM AREA DURING OXIDATION

True area, cm2  Amount of oxygen taken up
(molecules x 1 0 - 10)

Film 1

780 0

340 134

320 165

Film 2

410 0

310 43

192 110

Table IV shows . variations in the true area of two films as a

function of the amount of oxygen taken up. In both cases the

2geometric area of the film is approxinately 100 on . As already
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noted the clean films consist of an open agglomeration of crystal-

lites. This utructure must undergo drastic changes during oxidation,

and the tea changes shown above must be due to a doubling of the

orystallite size. Such changes have been observed by other work-

ers (Roberts30, and Brennan, Hayward and Trapnell 24) and attributed

to the heat liberated during oxidation. If oxygen is ohemisorbed at

-1960C and the chemisorbed layer warmed to a higher temperature so

that incorporation occurs, no large change in the true film area

occurs. This implies that the heat of chemisorption can be dissi-

pated at -196 0C, and that the above area changes are largely due to

the heat of chemisorption of oxygen and not to the incorporation

process.

It has already been noted that such changes mast be taken

into account when deriving an approximate value for the oxide thick-

ness. They -ill also affect the resistance changes accompanying the

oxidation.

3.27 The growth of thin oxide layers

3.27 (a) Distinction between the oxidation stages

If after adsorption at -1960C the film is warmed to a

higher temperature the activation energy for further incorporation

becomes arai 31e, sites becume unblocked, and further adsorption

can occur. This process can be carried out continuously as illus-

trated ir !igure 11 until a definite oxide layer exists. If the

adsorption is carried out at a higher temperature without tempern-

ture cycling (e.g. figure 16), then the entire interaction is con-
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veniently divided into 3 stages:

i) A build up of negative S.P. The maxim-am negative S.P.

will occur at amounts adsorbed equivalent to coverages

higher than unity at temperatures above -196 0 C, since

extensive incorporation takes place simultaneously.

This is illustrated in figure 15 at -780 C.

ii) A fast process by which a thin oxide film grows on the

metal surface.

iii) A slow process once a certain oxide thickness is reached.

At some time during stages (i) and (ii) the growth mechanism

changes from a place exchange or incorporation mechanism to a

diffusion process controlled by the diffusion rate of species

through the oxide film. Nucleation of an oxide phase must occur

between stages (i) and (ii). During the growth of the thin oxide

film various factors may be rate determining, and various rate

equations have been derived in the lite:ature. Some properties

of the system oxygen plus polycrystalline c-hromium films may

however complicate the application of theoretical rate laws:

(a) It is observeA that the structure of the film chnges

during oxidation. I
( T) The polycrystalline nature of the films will always

give deviations from theory, since in general it assumes I
a homogeneous surface and oxide, and polycrystalline films

are heterogeneous in nature. I
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We have attempted to avoid an error due to changes of

film structure by computing the oxide thickness on the

basis of the film area as measured at the point in

question. Wnile this reduces the effect of film struc-

ture changes it does not necessarily removw them, since

a reduction in film area due to oxidation induced sin-

tering is always related to changes in the nature of the

metal-oxide interface (e.g. shifts in the predominance

of surface planes, changes in the defer structure of

the films and any re-arrangements of the oxide that may

be necessary as the underlying metal sinterr).

(y) To test a given kinetic law it is necessary to obtain

data over a large range of oxide thicknesses which is

difficult since initial rates are too fast to be meas-

urab?.e, and the oxidation at the temperatures we are

con3zdering slows down rapidly. Two further difficulties

should be mentioned. The first is an uncertainty with

regard to zero time in our experiments which does not

necessarily correspond to zero oxide thickness as our

kinetic measurements start when the rate beccmee slow

enough to be measurable. The integrated form of some

of '.,e rate equations requires a fairly arbitrary choice

of to where the integrated rate equation has the form

X. - f (t -. t 0)

where X - oxide thickness

and t- time
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The choice of to can influence the slope and linearity

of graphical tests of the rate equation. Secondly , if

a fit 'is obtained with one kinetic law it is not it-

self cf conclusive evidence that only this is appli-

cable. It is often the case that more then one rate

law can describe a given set of data over a limited

range of oxide thickness (Roberts,30).

The oxide thicknesses with which we are now concerned

are in the region of a few Angstroms to several tens of Angstroms.

The thickness of the oxide is appreciably less than the charac-

teristic space charge depth existing in thicker oxide films, and

it is therefore generally assumed that space charge effects can

be ignored. Different types of rate equation &-re obtafined de-

pending on the rate determining reaction, e.g. electron tunneling,

ionic transfer or interface reactions. For the reasons given

above, kinetic data lone is not sufficient to distinguish between

these possibilities.

3.27 (b) Measurements of the oxide growth

Figures 15 and 16 show the variation of S.P. and film

reslstance during the interaction o. oxygen with a chromium film

at o8 Atur the S.P. has saturated, the interaction is still

fast, and an appreciable oxide thicknes8 is built up with little

change in S.P. The rate then suddenly slows down, end oxidation

proceeds at aslower rate, again accompanied by little change in
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SP. The effect of warming to 22.60C in also shown. The negative

S.?. fall,, and then more oxygen can be rapidly adsorbed, before

the rate slows down again. The meaning of the higher maximus

negative S.P. attained at 22.6 0C is obscured by the fact that

small doses of oxygen were admitted initially with a hot cathode

filament, and hence atomic oxygen was present. The behaviour at

580C is very similar. On cooling back to 250C the rate is ksn

iUmersurably slow over 8 hours at 10 - 2 torr pressure, and increas-

ing the pressure to one ataosphere canoes no discernable change

ir, the film resistance.

Figure 17 shows the dependence of oxygen uptake and

film resistance on time at -78PC, the plots are basically similar

at 22.6 0 C end 580C. At various points on these plot.s the pressure

was suddenly changed as that the pressure dependence of the oxi-

dation could be ascertained. No dependence of uptake on pressure

could be observed. Attempts have been made to fit the curves

sinilar to figure 15 to logarithmic, inverse logarithmic and

parabolic equations, but the results are indecisive. At all

these temperatures it is difficult to say which gives the better

fit, since fits can be obtained with both log and inverse log

equations. Data on other films is similar, but we shall not at-

tempt to discuss it in detail until it is more extensive.

5.27 (c) The I -Cbu ..

The fact that the S.P. appears largely constant at

the oxide layer grows suggsts that the Mott-Cabrere. mechanism

for the growth of thin filas is operative.
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Cabrera and Mott31 suggested the following models a

ohemisorbed film exists on the oxide, and ionb and electrons m~ove

independently through the oxide "ilm. At low temperatures 4;hQ ions

cannot diffuse under the influence of the concentration gradient of

ions, but the electrons can pass from the metal to the oxygen at

the film surface. This process results in cations at the metal-

oxide interface, and anions at the oxide-gas interface, setting

up a strong electric field across the oxide which is sufficient

to pull cations through the oxide. The type of growth law obtained

depends on the thickness region considered and the characteristic

space charge depth in the oxide. If for an oxide of thickness X

ZeaV
x > X1

where Ze m charge on the cation

a - cation jump distance

V - pote-tYA.' "rose the oxide,

then dX const at constant temperature, which gives a

te

parabolic rate law on integration.

A cubic law can also be derived for a p-type semi-

conducting oxide, if the number of cation vacancies is depend-

ent on the field strength and therefore inversely proportional

to the oxide thickness.

However, for chromium Ze is likely to be 3e, V- 2 volts
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and a- 2.5 R giving k: 150 i, which is much larger than the

oxide thicknesses with which we are presently concerned. At

thicknesses very much less than X the electric field across the

oxide is so great that the migration rate of cations is no longer

proportional to the field strength, and the oxidation is controlled

by non-linear ionic diffusion. This gives the following rate

equation

N v0 p( -w + qa'FN) (20)
dt =RT

where M' - the number of special sites per unit areo at the metal

surface from which a metal ion moves into the oxide

layer

W - the energy barrier which a cation has to surmount in

moving from the special site into an interstitial

position or cation vacancy, with

W - U + S where U - the activation energy for diffusion

within the oxide

S - the heat of solution of the cation in

the oxide

a' - the distance between the special surface site and the

top of the energy barrier

q - the charge carried by a mobile cation

Q - the volume of oxide containing one metal ion

v - the frequency of vibration of the cation

R - the gas constant
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N - Avogadros number

F f the field existing across the oxide layer

V where V - the potential across the oxido layer

X - the oxide thickness

This equation has previously been found applicable to the oxi-

dation of iron films (Roberts32), the anodic oxidation of niobium

(Adams and Kao " 3), the oxidation of barium (Bloomer and Cox34),I

and the nitridation of calcium films (Roberts and Tompkins35).

The fact that the S.P. of chemisorbed oxygen on chromium

is approximately -2.2V, and that the S.P. appears to be approxi-

mately constant as a thin oxide layer grows suggest that this

rate equation might apply here. The observation that the uptake

versus time (figure 17) does not give a uniquely good fit with an

inverse logarithmic plot as predicted by the above equation is not

considered a serious difficulty for the reasons outlined in sec-

tion 3.27(a).

The high constant S.P. during the growth of the oxide

however ic not conclusive proof that the above mechanism holds,

since the measured potential might not appear across the oxide to

cause cation diffusion. Apart from a potential appearing between

chenisorbed oxygen atoms and the metal, other double layers of

charge are possible which would contribute to the measured S.P.

but not the field across the layer. Grimley and Trapnel136 have

considered the case where chemisorbed oxygen bonds to oxide sur-

face metal ions, which change their valency in order to give
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eleotronk' to the chemisorbed layer. This process may give a field

t'?it is loc4:&ued " i - an ion pair and does not act across the

oxide layer, Neutral pairs may be converted irto adsorbed ions

by an electron transfer from the metal, thus creating a fiel.

but the proportion of such ions may well be small because trans-

fer involves a great reduction in the Coulomb energy of attrac-

tion between metal and oxygen ions. They trzat two cases, one

where the surface is saturated with field crering species,

(p or n-type oxide) and the case where an equilibrium exists

between neutral pairs and field creatin ions. The former re-

sults in a linear law, and the latter can lead to a variety of

laws under different circumstances.

We have observed that if an oxide layer is saturated

with oxygen by allowing the slow adsorption at -78 0 C to proceed

until the rate is almost immeasurably slow at an oxygen pressure

of several microns with the cathode filament cold, the oxide aur-

fact is not saturated with field creating species. This was as-

certained by pumping out the residual gas, switching on the diode

and admitting a small quantity of oxygen. The S.P. at this point

was close to the saturation value. The small increment was rapidly

adsorbed with a negative S.P. change which deceyed back to the

initial S.P. at a rate implying that the rate of oxidation was

much faster than during the slow uptake at -780. The cathode

was then cooled and a further small increment was slowly adsorbed

at the same rate as the slow adsorption (confirming the lack of
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pressure dependence). After 12 minutes the S.P. had not measur-

ably changed. These observations imply that a full onolayer of

chenisorbed oxygen contributing to the measured S.P. does no'

exist at the oxide surface, since by supplying the energy

required to dissociate oxygen moleculec further oxygen can be]

ohemisorbed, leading to an increased field and increased rate I
of incorporation.

Contrary to our previous statement (Crossland and I
26Roettgers ) this phenomenon is in full agroement with the

assumptions of the Mott-Cabrera theorys In the theory the

constant potential arises in the following ways electrons pass

through the oxide layer from the metal to the oxygen adlayer

(probably by electron tunneling) at a rate that is fast compared

with ionic motion. The adsorbed oxygen is then assumed to be

partly ionised, creating a field across the oxide layer until a

quasi-equilibrium of electron flow in both directions is es-

tablished over a period shorter than the diffusion time of a

metal ion. The electrostatic potential V built across the oxide

layer is then independent of thickness, and the field

F W V

is thicknese dependent. Since the field is also given by the

Coulomb formula

F - 4z Ze n
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where Ze - the charge per oxyget atom

n - the number of field creating species per unit area

and Ze can be assumed to be constant, the assumption of a

constant V means that

1
n - const. x 1

i.e. the layer is not &wturated with field creating species.

The experimental observation is in fact In disagreement with

Grimley and Trapnell' 36 assumption of a saturated adlayer.

The most direct eviderace for the Mott-Cabrera

mechanism would be to demonstrate a direct dependence of the

oxidation rate on the field across the oxide layer, as measured

by the S.P. divided by the oxide thickness. This would estab-

lish that the potential is in fact appearing across the oxide,

and any potentials contributing to it from either a "contact

potential" between metal and oxide, or from oxide surface effects

such as those postulated by Grimley and Trapneli3 6 must be small.

We describe this proof below using data similarly attained as in

figure 11.

From the final rate of incorporation at -78 0 C, and the

initial rate at 250 C (using the S.P. change as a measure of the

incorporation process) activation energies can be calculated.

This method is particularly valuable since it allows the S.P.

and the oxide thickness to be varied. At each point where the
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activation enerp is measured we also measured the area of the

._1w by xenon adsorption, so that at these points we know

i) the film surface area

ii) the S.P. of chemisorbed oxygen

iii) the amount of oxygen taken up by the film

iv) the activation energy for incorporation

This allows !*P. to be calculated, and if the Mott Cabrera

Imeoha.ism. holds, this quantity should be directly related to

the measured activation energy AE, since according to eq.(20)

AE - W-qa FN

an.F . (21)
and F ." XT

TABLE V. ACTIVATION ENERGIES DURING OXIDATION

Observed activation Oxide thickness X S.P.
energy (K cal/mole)( ) X

(Volta/2)

3.4 v. .60

5 4.6 .45

2.75 8.1 .32

5.5 10.7 .27

8 12.5 .23

6.6 12.7 .24

Table V shows th. data obtained, and figure 18 shows a plot of

S.P.AE versus - . The plot should be a straight line, whose

at
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intercept with the activation energy axis is W, the entry barrier

for cation diffusion. This is clearly not so for the first two

points of table Y but the remaining points lie on a straight

line whose intercept corresponds to W - 24 Kcal/mole. This

value is very similar to the figure of 22 Kcal/wole derived

from volumetric kinetic data for the nitridation of calcium

fils (Roberts and Tompkins35), and 20 Kcal/mole also derived

from vc lumetric kinetic data for the oxidation of iron films

(Roberts 2 ). !- this case an S.P. of approximately 2 volts

was assumed whereas the correct value for iron is probably

lower (. -1.6 volt,Qainn and Roberts 2 1 ) so that the estimated

20 Kcal/mole is probably too low. Since W - U + S and the

measured value of W is comparable to the activation energy for

diffusion within oxides, the heat of solution of the cation in

the oxide must be small.

The fact that the initial points at equivalent oxide

thicknesses of 2.1 and 4.6 2 do not lie on thG line is not surv

prising, since a definite oxide phase over the metal surface

might not be expected at such low effective oxide thicknesses.

It is also evident from table V that the activation energy is

dependent on -- and not on 1 as a plot of AE versus 7 does

not give a straight line.

The slope of figure 18 represents a very small value

for a' if the diffusing species is Cr3+ (near 1 2), suggesting
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as had to be arsused for the nitridation of calcium films. How-

ever, a value derived in this way would be in error if the oxide

layer was not entirely Cr20 3

The data therefore indicates:

(i) The S.P. is initially constant as the thin oxide layer

grows.

(ii) There is P. direct dependence of the rate of oxidation

o1 Ai.P. eind therefore the S.P. must appear largely

across the oxide.

(iii) The oxide surface is not saturated with field creating

species. We therefore conclude that thin oxide films in

the region 0 to 20 1 thick at temperatures up to around

room temperature grow by the Mott Cabrera mechanism,

and that the rate equation (20) holds.

Roberta has listed the important parameters in an

oxidation process based on the Mott-Cabrera mechanisms.

(a) The structural cnaracterist,:s of the metal rurface,

sirce N' -% relet -- to surfa.-e defects.

( ) The surface potential V of the chemisorbed gas: the

larger the S.P., the more extensive will be the in-

corporation.

(Y) The value of W. This will be small when the heat

of solution and the energy for cation diffusion
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are s=all. Thus an open type oxide structure in-

volving a cation of sall radius will give a

s=all activation energy:.

(Y) Eiectrons nust be Pile to establish an eauilibriu=

between metal and adsorbed oxygen on the oxide in

a tine short with respect to that required for a

cation to diffuse through the oxide.

In this latter context it is interesting to note that Fromhold

and Cook3 7 have recently shown that "Hauffe-.11scher" transition

frc2 electron tunneling to a Mott-Cabrera tjpe aechani a in the

thin oxide film region is not feasible. 7his is in agreesent

with our find.ngs, since we have found tne latter m-chanisa

operative fro: the earliest stages. They have also shown that

a reverae transition froc non-linear ionic current controlled

oxidation to electron tunneling controlled oxidation Right be

expected at a hi-gh--r oxide thickness in the region of 30

Present work is sized at extending the ranga of to&-

perature and oxide thickness to verify the predictions of the

Mott-Cabrera theory regarding the temperature dependence of the

limiting oxide thickness and the onset of Icataetro hic oxida-

tion, and to find its linitations.

3.27 (d) "Second layer" oxyen adsorotion

At low tenperature (-1960 C) and when the surface of

the filas had reacted with =ore than one monolayer of o3qgen a

series of effects wsre observed that indicate the existence of

a weakly bound state of oxygen with a positive dipole.
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i) Close to unit coverage of oxygen at -1960 C, tne ad-

mission of an increment of oxygen gives an initial

positive transient S.P. which decays to give the

saturation value. If the adsorption is continued

well be-,ond unit coverage the saturation S.P. falls

(as found on nickel), the adsorbed 02, giving rise

to this +S.P., can be pumped off and Lence is weakly

held. Similar behaviour occurred when oxygen was ad-

mitted at -196 0C during th adsorptions marked 2,3,4,

etc. on figure 11, a positive transient preceded the

normal negative change. The magnitude of this transi-

ent (a few mV to several tens of m0) increases as the

surface becomes more oxid.>3ed, and the decay time in-

creases from a few secondv to several tens of seconds.

ii) At high coverage of oxygen on an oxide surface at

-196°C the normal positive drift is replaced by a

slow negative drift followi-ag the negative maximum

which is due to the transfer of oxygen from the weakly

ad.o',bfzu state to the strongly chemisorbed state with

ut=ative S.P. This has no effect on the incorporation,

since the film resistance steadily increases at the

expected rate during this process,

i, i) Or wa'ming such a layer from -1960C to -78 0 C a negative

.Eanaient S.P. occurs before the normal positive decay
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which is due to a transfer of oxygen from the weakly

bound state to the chemisorbed state on increasing

the temperature.

Oxygen molecules do not strike the surface and in-

stantly dissociate into atoms to give the ,,:atively charged

chemisorbed species. They must approach this state via a

weakly bound state of adsorbed species involving oxygen mole-

cules which we appear to have observed. A positive dipole

might be expected by analogy with other observations of weakly

bound species, e.g. physical adsorption gives a positive S.P.,

as does weakly bonded hydrogen. This 'second' layer oxygen has

not been observed to be stable at temperatures above -780C, but

at low temperatures it becomes more stable as the oxide layer

thickens.

3.28 The effect of oxidation on the film resistance.

It is difficult to separate the ways in which chemi-

sorption of oxygen and oxidation might influence film resis-

tivity, some possible ways are listed below:

i) A simple decrease in film thickness caused by the

growth of the oxide.

ii) Electrons are transferred from the metal to chemi-

sorbed oxygen atoms at the surface. A number of

attempts have been made to treat qualitatively tht
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conduction changes during chemisorption by considering

the number of electrons removed from the conduction

band. A parameter a is defined as

a : A z (see for example Gundry and Tompkins')

0

where A - change in film conductance

X - initial conductance

z - total number ol metal atoms in the ilm J
n - number of chemisorbed atoms

Although a has been identified with Nc/NB (N0 - number

of bonds per chemisorbed entity, N B - number of bands

necessary to remove a surface metal atom from the

conduction process) we reject this as being not

applicable since it ignores the structural hetero-

geneity of the films and all other effectsexcept the

electronic one, (Gundiyand Tompkins'8).

iii) On polycrystalline films preferential adsorption and

oxidation might occur at grain boundaries etc. In

any case adsorption and oxidation at grain boundaries

might give a larger contribution to the resistance

change than adsorption and oxidation on the crys-

tallite surfaces.

iv) Oxidation might result in a change of surface proper-

ties which could influence the way in which electrons

are scattered at the surface.
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v) Oxidation may introduce impurity scattering centres

into the films to a depth sufficient to affect the

resistance.

vi) It has already been observed that changes in film

structure accompany the oxidation, this will be

reflected in a resistance change.

It should be possible to assess the contribution of

some of these processes by measurements on single crystal

films. In the meantime we shall use the parameter a simply

as a normalised resistance to describe the behaviour of the

polycry'stalline films, where N - the total number of oxygen

atoms that have reacted with film.

Resistance variation during the build-up of the

negative surface potential is shown in figures 10 and 15.

The average values of a are 2.3 at -78 0 C and 1.1 at -196°C.

a is lower at the lower temperature, because there is con-

siderably less sintering and the partitioning of the adsorbed

oxygen is much more in favour of the chemisorbed state, since

the incorporation process is activated.

Figure 19 illustrates this point in moro '+-i1 Ad-

sorption was carried out initially at 20°C and f film then

cooled to -1960 C. The surface potential changes much more

rapidly at -196 0 C with adsorbed amount and the resistance much

lens than at 200C. Wh3n the film is warmed to +200C with no
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oxygen in the gas phase, there is a positive change in S.P. and

an increase in resistance, showing that oxygen is being trans-

ferred from the chemisorbed state into the metal lattice. The

effect of briefly warming to 650C is shown earlier in the plot,

and illustrates the same effect in reverse. Average a at 200C

is 5.9.

The resistance versus coverage curves of figures 11

and 16 are convex to the coverage axis because initially chemi-

sorption and incorporation occur at the outer surface of the

film, with less effect on the resistance than subsequent ad-

ditional interactions at the inner surface. The curvature is

more marked at -78o0C as a correspondingly larger amount of oxy-

gen can interact with the outer eurface.

It can be seen from figure 16 that once the large

negative S.P. increase has finished, the increase in resistance

with the extent of oxidation is approximately li-.;ar, and at

-78°C gives a - 3.5. All the oxygen taken up is now being in-

corporated, hence the larger a . This linear relation and the

fact that the T.C.Rs of the films were not appreciably changed

during the course of the interaction suggest that the decrease

in film thickness with oxidation accounts for the increased

resistance.

If we define the film thickness Xfilm to be

film x f
mx
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with m - fil.m mass

p - film density

a - geometric film area

we find Xfilm(4) - 525 . With the oxide thickness Xoxide - 8.9 ,

we have

Xid - 1.7 x 10- 2

Xfilm(4 )

which should be equal to the relative resistance change M due

to oxidation. Since, however, we measured - 12.8 x lO2, we

have to assume an effective film thickness Xfilm(4) - 70 .

If the film thickness is calculated from the mass and

the area as measured by xenon adsorption, values in the range 60

to 120 a are obtained. These results suggest that the film

resistance may be controlled by regions of low thickness. Quanti-

tative results will only be obtained from measurements on smooth

single crystal films.

4. SINGLE CRYSTAL FILMS

4.1 Preparation and Structure of Single Crystal Chromium Films

Two types of single crystal films with different orien-

tations would allow the dependence of oxidation on the orientation

to be studied. The growth of such oriented single crystal films

depends very much on the type of substrate used (Pashley39 ).

Numerous substratesvere considered and the two most useful ones
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were seleoted that would give films of two different orientations.

They were: mica which would give either a (i0) or (iii) orien-

tation, and rocksalt (NaCl) that should give a (10) orientation.

Another requirement was that these films should be grown in U.H.V.

under clean conditions. This has been known to present problems

with other metals (Matthews40 ). J
4.11 Chromium on mica substrates

The substrate material used was high quality ruby mica,

the surface prepared by splitting the mica sheet, this process

exposing a cleaved surface. Initially chromium was deposited onto

these air cleaved surfaces over a range of substrate temperatures

from 25 C to 500 C. These films were examined by reflection

electron diffraction, transmission electron diffraction and

microscopy after stripping the films off their mica substrates.

Polycrystalline results were obtained with some preferred orien-

tation.

On the basis of experience with other metals it was

thought that cleaving the mica in vacuum would improve the chance

of obtaining single crystal films. An apparatus was constructed

that enabled this to be done thus exposing a fresh clean mica

surface to the chromium source. le vacuum system used for all

these experiments with single crystal films was a Varian V.1.15

ion pumped U.H.V. system fitted with a similar evaporation source

to that described in section 3.14. The rest of the apparatus is

described in section 4.2.
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Films were deposited under the following conditions:

Substrate temperature was varied between 25 0C and 500 C and de-

position rates from l/seo up to l0R/sec, The best film crys-

tallinity was obtained at substrate temperatures of 450 0C, The

deposition rate was not found to be critical over the range used.

Examination of these films by transmission electron

diffraction and microscopy after stripping from the mica showed

them to be composed of small crystallites whose average diameters

ranged from a few hundred up to thousand angstroms in the best

films (plate 4). The diffraction patterns showed a pronounced

preferred orientation, and in the case of the better films a spot

pattern was obtained (plate 3). All the low order reflections

were present except the (310) and it was concluded that these

films consisted of three fllO1 orientations(figure 20). The

<001> directions of the crystallites were parallel to the [0101,

[331] and[331] directions of the mica.

This structure can arise as follows:- The positions

of the atoms in a ohromium (110) plane are shown, relative to the

positions of the potassium ions of the (001) plane of the mica in

figure 21. Three [0011 spacings of the chromium atoms fit to

within about 4% the spacing of the potassiwu ions in the mica

[0l0]direction. There is a misfit in the L100] mica direction

of about 23%. It is probable that epitaxial growth is determined

by a process of nucleation, each chromium nucleus will become

oriented independently so thtt its [001] direction will be
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parallel to one of the three equivalent <010> mica directions.

This situation only applies to the isolated nalolei.

When the latter grow and impinge on their differently oriented

neighbours, low angle boundaries will be formed between them

(plate 5). From the electron diffraction patterns it is seen

that there is a misorientation from perfect epitaxy of about + 5

This misorientation could arise during coalescence. Two adjacent

nuclei, with their <001> directions parallel to the [010) and

[ 31] mica directions, will each have a <112> direction that is

at an angle of about 10 ° to the other. If they rotate towards

each other by this amount, a coherent (112) twin boundary will be

formed (figure 22). The boundaries marked T in plate 4 are pro-

bably twins. The twin will have a lower energy than a low angle

boundary and will be stable. The diffraction pattern shows that a

substantial number of crystallites must be oriented in this way.

All other misorientations between crystallites will be taken up

by dislocations which will tend to be perpendicular to the film

surface and be immobile.

Thus it would seem that chromium films deposited onto

mica substrates will always show this type of structure with three

(110) orientations. However at the surface only the (110) confi-

guration is present and therefore surface potential measurements

and oxidation studies are still of interest.
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4.12 Chromium on NaCI cleavage surfaces

It has been shown by Shirai 1 that chromiuet can be

deposited epitaxially onto rocksalt surfaces to give a (100)

orientation. Attempts to produce similar films deposited at

U.H.V. onto air cleaved substrates were not successful, only

polycrystalline films with some preferred (100) orientation

were observed. Following the experiences of other workers with

other metals (Pashley 9 ) the rocksalt substrates were prepared

by cloaving in vacuum, and good single crystal films were obtained

by depositing onto these freshly cleaved surfaces. In order to de-

termine the optimum deposition conditions for the perfection of

crystallinity a detailed investigation was carried out over a

.,de range of deposition conditions and substrate preparations.

The apparatus used consisted of a Varian V.1.15 ion

pumped U.H.V. system capable of providing vacua of lO" 9 torr,

fitted with an electron bombardment heated chromium source as

described in 3.14. The substrate crystal was mounted in a clamp

and could be heated by a small furnace up to 5000 C. A rotary

feedthrough was connected via a lever to the substrate protru-

ding above the clamp, so that the top half of the substrate

could be cleaved off under vacuum. The results are summarised

below:

(a) Initially films were deposited on air cleaved substrates

between room temperature and 3000C, either in U.H.V. or
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at 106 torr and were essentielly polycrystalline with

a preferred (100) orientation (plate 6). The best films

were those deposited at approximately 150°C and 10-9

torr pro s sure These films had crystallite

sizes of approximately 200 R and possibly 50% pre-

ferred orientation. $
(b) Films deposited at 10 torr on vacuum cleaved NaCi

were again polycrystalline over a large temperature

range but with a more highly preferred orientation

then previously (plate 7).

(a) Air cleaved substrates were cleaned by heating under

vacuum to approximately 4800C for five minutes and

then cooling to the usual deposition temperatures be-

tween 250°C and 3000C. Films deposited at either 10-9

-6torr or 10 torr were more perfect than the earlier

films but still with some polycrystalline material

present (plate 8).

(d) Films deposited at 10 -9 torr on vacuum cleaved NeC

were single crystal, very sharp spot diffraction

patterns were obtained (plate 9). The best films

were those deposited at substrate temperatures i.e-

tween 250 C and 300 0C.

In all cases the orientation wass-

(OOl)Cr!/(0l)NaCl 1110 I Cr/ acl

Cr/1'Llo(]NaI
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Only in the depositions at 106 torr was there slight

evidence of loo]c/I1iooJMC,

The deposition rate was 'varied between 21/sec: and 102/

moo but did not see2 to be critical, usually a rate of approxi-

mately 3R/sec was used.

These single crystal films have been found to be con-

tinuous at average thicknesses down to 100 2. At such low thick-

nosses the surface to bulk zatio is high and ~It migtxt be expected

that surface effects might be detectable in the film resistivity

measurements (s--* section 4.2).

Electron microscopy and diffraction on. the single

crystal films showed them to be single crystalline over the

whole area of the substrate with no evidence of grain boumdaries,

stacking faults or twins. The only defects observed wre dim-

locations and dislocation clu.aters (plate 10). This was inch

more marked on films deposited at aubstxate temperatures of

100 OC where in the diffraction pattern the (110) spots bad

broadened into arcs subtending angles of up to,140 . tems

perfect films, those deposited at temperatures betusen 200 0C

and 300 C had very sharp spot patterns, but micrographs taken

in the region of extinction contours did not shew a smooth in-

tensity variation across the contour but a rather patchy con-

figuration indicating that there vwere still large numbers of

dislocations present. These proba~ly originate during the
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growth process when coalescing islands cannot reorientate them-

selves completely and dislocations form at the coherent boundary,

The pattern formed by extinction contours in regions of high

symmetry is shown in plate 11.

4.13 Nature of the Rocksalt Cleavae Surface

When examining films on rocksalt cleavage surfaces by

multiple beam interferometry in order to measure the film thick-

ness it was discovered that these surfaces were far from opti-

cally flat and were traversed by many cleavage steps. The

features vi typical cleavage surfaces which way effect the film

resistance were examined by polarization interferometry, gold

decoration and shadow replication

The polarization interferometer ettahment fitted to a

Reichert Zetopan optical microscope was used to examine what

were considered good cleavage surfaces cn air cleaved rocksalt

crystals after coating the cleaved surface with a reflecting film

of aluminium. A typical micrograph taken with this instrument

is shown in plate 16. The plate was taken using white light so

as to locate the 'black' fringe, measurements were taken with

0.6g monochromatic light, where a displacement of one fringe

width corresponds to a step height of 0.39. All the surfaces

examined were similar in that they showed stepo of height between

0,lp and lp and spaced on average approximately 100p apart. Be-

tween these large steps a background fuzz was visible, but not

measurable by this technique.
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A technique developed by Basset4 2 was used to reveal

these fins structure ateps. It consists of evaporating a very

small quantity of gold (sufficient to give an average film thick-

ness of approximately 5R) onto the eurfoe. The gold nucleates

preferentially on steps and features on the substrate and these

nuclei grow to form discrete small islands. A carbon film was

then deposited onto the surface which fixes the islands in

position and after floating off the substrate acts as a support

film for examination by transmission electron microscopy. The

outline of these steps and terraces art (leerly revealed (see

plate 12). This does not give any measurement of the step

42
height although according to Bassett , these steps may be

monoatomic, Thus a terrace of steps as in plate 12 may to-

gether form a sloping step of approximate height 100 1 and the

separation of these terraces may be typically lOu.

Surfaces decorated in this way were examined after

different substrate treatments: Plate 12 shows a typical sinuous

pattern on air cleaved NaCl, plate 13 shows a mich more ordered

pattern found on substrates cleaved in vacuum, and plate 14 sho1

how the surface is changed by heating under vacuum. This latter

effect is probably due to the onset of thermal etching. The re-

sults are similar to those observed by Sella and Trillat 4 and

-44Bethge and thus indiccte that our surfaces are similar to those

found by other workers.
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It may be concluded that even the best rocksalt cleavage

surfaces are not atomioallv flat but are covered by many small

sterbJ of height up to 100 1 spaced up to lOtL apart and larger

steps of between O.lg and lt in height spaced up to OI p apart.

We must now consider whether this type of surface is

likely to present any problems with resistivity measurements which

depend on the film being continuous and uniform over the area of

film between current and potential contacts, bearing in mind that

the thinnest continuous film available is approximately 100

thick.

The 100 1 type steps are seen from decoration to be

composed of terraces of smaller steps and it is reasonable to

suppose that a 100 R chromium film would be continuous over these

stepi. To determine the profile of the larger steps, gold-

palladium shadow replication was used. With a shadowing angle

of 45 0 in a direction perpendicular to the step edge the film

was seen to be continuous over both leading and trailing edge

of the steps (plate 15) which shows that these steps are probably

also composed of much smaller terraces giving the larger steps

an average sloping surface. This indicates that a 100

chromium film might again be expected to form continuously

over these large steps.

Thus we may conclude that these surfaces although

stepped are not likely to present any problem in getting
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film continuity for resistivity measurement. If problems do

arise later with the large steps then this may be avoided by

using more than one source and depositing' at different angles

onto the substrate.

4.2 Electrical Measurements on Clean Single Crystal Films

To determine the effect of oxidation on the electri-

cal conduction process in the films it is first necessary to

measure the resistance, resistivity and T.C.R. as a function of

film thickness under clean conditions at U.H.V. This will help

to define the electrical conduction process in the clean films,

and serve as a starting point for assessing the manner in which

chemisorption and oxidation change the film resistance. We hope

to separate the possibilities outlined in section 3.28 by a com-

parison of the behaviour of these films with the polyrystalline

films. It has been noted in the previous section that the thin-

nest single crystal films available are approximately 100 R thick,

which is thin enough to show effects connected with surface

scattering (Choppra and Bobb4 5 ). To get electrical contacts

onto a film deposited on a vacuum cleaved substrate without

breaking the vacuum presents some experimental problems. These

have been only partially solved for the case of mica subbirates,

but a satisfactory system has been devised for films on NaCl

substrates.

For measurement of film resistance it is undesirable to
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use a two terminal method since the contact resistance between j
the contact leads and the film may be comparable with the film

resistance. A four terminal method was preferred, with two

current contacts and two potential contacts thus eliinating

any contact or lead resistance.

4.21 Chromium on mica substrates

High quality muskovite ruby mica plates of - 0.012"

thickness were machined into a cross shape (figure 23a) with

shallow grooves cut across two arms of the cross. These arms,

centre section and grooves were covered with a gold film of

approximately 500 1 thickness. A blade was inserted into the

edge of one of the other arms, at about half the groove depth,

the flap raised slightly so that the cleave propagates as far

as the junction with the side contact arms. The substrate was

then c"lmped onto its heater in the vacuum system, gold pressure

contacts placed on the gold contact arms and the raised flap

connected with a fine wire to the rotary feedthrough. The

rotary drive thus cleaved the mica by pulling the flap back

(figure 23 b ) and the freshly cleaved surface was exposed to

the chromium source mounted above. The current contacts were

made to the film at the junction between the gold film on the

machined grooves and the chromium film which overlap in this

region. After deposition a pair of independently sprung

probes (figure 23 c) were carefully lowered onto the film
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by the rotary feedthrough. These probes of known spacing were

positioned in line with the current contacts just inside the

grooves. Thus knowing the current through the film, film and

probe dimensions, measurements of the potential drop across

the probes would give the film sheet resistivity.

Considerable difficulty with this apparatus was mainly

due to the film rupturing at the point of contact with the probes.

Although several different probe designs were used with either

radiused or pointed ends, the 'welding' effect between clean

probe and film surfaces caused. tearing by any slight subsequent

movement of the probes. Four-probe measurements as proposed by

van der Pauw4 6 will be carried out with the present current con-

tacts.

4.22 On NaCl substrates

The substrate material used was obtained from Harshaw

Chemical Company in the form of rectangular blanks 38 x 20 x 6 -

and was described as being of "good cleavage quality".

450 cuts were taken out of opposite sides so that a

plane joining the apex of each cut bisected the crystal along a

(100) plane. These cut faces were cleaned and polished and gold

was evaporated through a mask onto these sloping faces and through

another mask to form 0.5 mm wide stripes up the large face of

the crystal (figure 24). The crystal was clamped in a copper

block with liquid gallium in the reces to ensure good thermal
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oontact to the block. Glass terminal plates were mounted on

the sides of this block with 0.010" gold leads attached. The

gold leads were fixed to the gold contact areas by a room

temperature setting 50/o alloy of gallium-gold (Harman5l).

Soldering and thermal compression bonding were found to be

unsatisfactory due to thermal damage to the substrate or weak

bonding to the rocksalt over small areas of contact. This

assembly was then mounted on the substrate heater and cooling

tank in the vacuum system (figure 25).

The cleavage technique was then to operate the

rotary drive connected to the round nosed cleavage hammer

a: as to strike the centre of the upper half of the crystal

with a sharp tap. The top half then cleaves off along a (100)

plane at the narrowest section i.e. at the top of the sloping

faces.

The chromium film was then deposited onto this

cleaved surface to overlap the gold current contacts on the

sloping faces. Potential contacts were made by the gold

stripes on the sides of thq crystal making contact over the

sharp cleavage edge to the chromium film. The substrate con-

figuration then consisted of the current contacts across the

full width of the substrate providing parallel current flow

along the film with the edge potential contacts providing

contact to parallel equipotential lines running across the

film. The resistance measured is therefore over a region
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defined by the width of the substrate and by the distance be-

tween the inside edges of the potential contacts.

The circuit for the resistance measurement consisted

of a constant current source connected to the current contacts

of the filmin series with a standard decade resistance box.

The potentials across the standard resistor and the potential

contacts on the film were measured on a 100 mV digital voltmeter.

The procedure was to measure the potential across the film, then

the potential across standard resistance, reverse the current in

the circuit and repeat. Any thermal e.m.f's could be measured

at zero current and compensated for. From the average of these

measurements, the film dimensions and the potential contact

spacings, the film resistivity was calculated.

These measurements were first taken at deposition

temperature as the film annealed and subsequently as the film

was cooled to room temperature and below. Several resistance

versus temperature runs were made from which the T.C.R. was cal-

culated. lso the resistance change was measured as the vacuum

system was let up to atmospheric pressure.

So far the major problem encountered has been the poor

nature of the cleavage surfaces obtained; these have been so

badly faulted that the film geometry and hence any resistivity

measurements have been meaningless. This is surpzising because

preliminary experiments with cleaving on the bench produced
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results at least as good as the more usual blade type cleave and

surfaces obtained were similar to those discussed in section 4.13.

It was thought that these problems might arise due to plastic

deformation of the crystal at high temperatures (Stirland 47 ).

However, even cleaves at room temperature have produced the same

badly faulted surface.

Attempts have also been made to anneal out the strain

in the crystals prior to cleavage by heating them to tempera-

turesup tu 450°C. This made very little difference. Recent

work has been directed towards modifying the method of cleav-

ing the crystal to enable cleaved surfaces to be obtained com-

parable to those that are easily produced outside the vacuum

system, and the method has been modified, so that cleaving is

accomplished by a slow bending force with a slight tensile and

shearing component transmitted by a clamp on the top part of

the rock salt crystal. Cleavage surfaces produced by this

method have been consistently good, comparable to those des-

cribed in section 413. At the time of writing films are being

deposited on these surfaces for evaluation. It has been veri-

fied that meaningful resistivity measurements can be made on

filML deposited onto rocksalt cleavage surfaces of tiie type

described in section 4.13, by depositing chromium onto such a

surface cleaved in air prior to mounting in the vacuum system.

A film cf average thickness 40 R (almost continuous) had a

resistivity of only three times the bulk value, which may be
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attributed to size effects and shows that the films are contin-

uous over the substrate steps.

Because of the problems mentioned above the only

meaningful results so far available are the measurements of

T.C.R. on films of approximately 200 R thick. The T.C.R.

values are not dependent on the film geometry and are com-

parable to the value for bulk chromium of +3.0 x 10- 3 deg.C 1

e.g. T.C.R. (OC -> 2000C) - +3.05 x 10 - 3 deg. C-1

T.C.R. (O0C -> -50°C) - +2.36 x ' -3 deg, C-1

The difference between these results and those on

polycrystalline films reported earlier (section 3.22) may be

due to their more highly defective structure. These results

48are much nearer the bulk value than those of Young and Lewis

and the value found by Gould 1 8 . The latter reported work on

glass substrates under comparable conditions to ours and found

a T.C.R. of approximately +1.6 x 10- 3 deg. C- 1 for films of

200 R thickness.

The lower values found at low temperatures may indi-

cate the onset of size effect, as the mean free path of con-

duction electrons becomes larger at low temperatures or they

may indicate a high residual resistivity in the films due to

defects, but further experiments will reveal more information.

On letting the vacuum system up to atmospheric pres-

sure the resistance increased consistently by 13% for films
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approximately 200 thick, which is to be compared with 20 to 25%

for polycrystalline films on glass reported in section 3.28.

After solving the cleavage problem oxidation studies will now

be undertaken. They will be carried out in the vacuum system

described in section 4.31, and simultaneous work function measure-

ments will be made using the methods described there.

It is concluded that it will be shortly possible to

make meaningful measurements of resistance, resistivity, and

temperature coefficient of resistance as a function of film tl-tck-

ness.

4.23 Pilm thickness measurements

In order to relate electrical measurements to film

structure or surface phenomena it is necessary to have accurate

knowledge of the film thickness. The techniques suitable for

this work can be divided into three categories:

(a) Optical methods that give an average geometric thick-

ness.

(b) Chemical methods that give a mass thickness.

(c) X-ray and electron beam methods giving predominantly

mass thickness.

(a) 2pj2!4Lzethod I
Multiple Beam Interferometry is frequently used for film

thickness measurements and is capable of high accuracy at low film

thickness (Scott and McLoughlan49 ), but has a number of disad-

vantagesi
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(1) Masking is necessary to produce a step function in

the film, which is experimentally difficult on vacuum

cleaved substrates.

(2) Difficulty in positioning the step so as not to inter-

fere with the geometry for the resistivity measurement.

0~) The cleaved surface has step3 and features of comparable

height to the fil= step height, thus upsetting the

fringe pattern and =aking interpretation difficult.

(4) These single crystal. substrates are not in general as

flat as the usual glass substrates and cons-equently the

comparator plate as used with the F.E.C.O. (Fringes of

Equal Chromatic Crder) system cannot be placed suf-

ficiently close to the film surface in the step region

to obtain low order number fringes that are necessar,

for high accuracy.

Points (1) and (2) coul.d be avoided by use of a second

control substrate but in view of the other limitations xethod (a)

was not considered to be a practical proposition.

(b) Chemical M~ethods

Ma3S thicknesses only can be determined by chemical

methods. Geometric thicknesses ean then be calculate4 assuming

a value Ao= the film density. The Wehods considered 4iffured

only in the technique used for the mass determination. The

lower limit of sensitivity was foupd fror. know. solutions and
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the relative accuracy found by using known standard solutions.

TABLE VI

Technique Accuracy at Accuracy at
lower limit I p.p.m. stand-

ard solution

Flame adsorption 0.2 Ag ± 50% + 10%
spectrophotometry 4

Spectrophotometry 0.06 4g ± 25% ± 10%
with diphenyl-
carbazide

Polarograph 0.2 pg ± 25% + 10%

Rectangular sections of the substrates were out out,

and the film area measured by means of a travelling microscope.

The films were then dissolved for analysis.

(c) X-ray and electron beam methods

(1) X-ray fluorescence has been used for film thickness

determinations, but is not applicable for films on NaCl sub-

stratee due to the characteristic X-ray emission from the sub-

strate being outside the measurable range, and the need of

accurately known standard thickness films.

(2) A technique using an Electron Probe Microanalyser

(Hutchins50 ) for mass thickness determinations has been developed

but at this stage has not been capable of providing sufficient

accuracy.

In conclusion, the chemical method of spectrophotomotry
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using diphenyl carbazide was selected as the most reliable and

accurate technique. A further development incorporating isotope

dilution analysis is being investigated and may give a further

increase in accuracy.

4.3 Measurements of Work Function Changes on Single Crystal Films

The importance of work function measurements on single

crystal films has been outlined in section 2.2 and is emphasized

by the measurements on polycrystalline films in section 52. Two

types of measurement system have been constructed for this pur-

pose, a slow electron gun diode, and a vibrating capacitor, so

that the moot suitable method could be selected. The vibrating

capacitor arrangement is now being assembled in conjunction with

the rest of the equipment (vacuum cleavage apparatus, evaporation

source, substrate heater and holder etc.) so that measurements

can begin. Work towards this end has been divided into three

categories,

4.31 TV3 vacuum system for the study of the oxidation

of single crystal films

The single crystal filmi have a low area and a rough-

ness factor close to unity, the actual area being approximately

21 cm . They are therefore much more susceptible to surface con-

tamination than the polycrystalline filos, whose actual area is

several hundred square centimetres. To be certain that these
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films can be kept clean for periods of many hours requires a

baseline vacuum in the 10
"  torr decade. A special vacuum

system Is required to achieve this, and also a special method

of measuring the pressure, since this is below or close to

the X-ray limit of conventional Bayard-Alpert ionization

gauges.

A schematic diagram of the vacuum system constructed

is shown in figure 26. it is a borosilicate glasa-mercury sys-

tem based on the design of Venema and Bandringa5 2  A conven-

tional two-stage mercury diffusion pump backs a large two-stage

mercury diffusion pump, the top part of which is b&keable at

4000 C. The pumping speed a. the top of the large pump is 50L/

sec. The tubing diameter beyond the last diffusion pump is two

inches, and the cold traps are of the concentric ball type for

maximum efficiency and conduction. The pumping speed at the top

of the laat cold trap is 5L/sec. The whole apparatus from the

last diffusion pump cnwards is bakeable to 400 C with two ovene.

which can be cooled independently, one covering the diffusion

pump and the first cold trap, and one covering the second cold

trap, gauges, etc. After outgassing, apparent pressures of 1 x

10 10 torr and less are indicated by a Bayard-Alpert gauge, which

is close to the X-ray limit.

To increase the measurable pressure range beyond the

X-ray limit a hot cathode magnetron gauge was constructed after
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the design of Lafferty 3 . The electrode arraigement employed is

shown in figure 27. The axial magnetic field was arranged by

placing a cylindrical magnet over the gauge. A field of about

250 oersted was used, but the value is not critical. The fila-

ment was connected to a bridge circuit similar to the diode

bridge circuit described in section 3.12(a). The gauge is set

up by setting the anode current at about 10-7 Amp, and then

applying the magnetic field. The anode current then falls to

10-8 to 10-9 Amp, since electrons go into orbits in the anode

enclosure. This gives them a very high ionization efficiency,

but the anode current is very small, which prevents instabili-

ties in operation and gives a maximum ratio of ion current to

X-ray current. The calibration of the gauge should be linear

down to 5 x 10"14 torr. Ions are collected at the top disc,

and the ion carrent measured with an electrometer amplifier.

The bottom plate prevents the escape of electrons, but is not

as negative as the ion Gcollector with respect to the cathode,

so that most ions are collected at the ion collector.

Since we are only interested in making certain that

the baseline pressure of the system is of the order of magnitude

required, the hot cathode magnetron was simply calibrated directly

against the Bayard-Alpert gauge over the 10 "10 and 10 - 9 tort

decades, and the sensitivity deduced from this calibration was

Used to convert ion current measurements to pressure. A calib-

ration curve is shown in figure 28. The points plotted with
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different symbols were obtained on different occasions. It can

be seen that the X-ray limit of the Bayard-Alpert gauge is just

bpcoming evident in the low 10-10 torr region. On the basis of

this calibration the baseline pressures of between 5 x 10"12 torr

and 1 x 101 torr have been achieved with this system. This

should be adequate for the purpose in hand.

4.32 Slow electron gun diode

The difficulty with the retarding potential diode me-

thod for measuring S.P. changes occurring on the single crystal

film is that the diode has to be arrang.ed so that all the diode

current is taken by the small single crystal film area. To en-

sure this a low energy electron gun has to be used to provide a

relatively narrow beam of low energy electrons to be collected by

the crystal surface. The electron energy must be kept below 50

volts to avoid ionizing oxygen in the reaction cell. The con-

struction of a suitable gun and the design considerations have

been described by Mitchell and Mitchell 5  and we have adopted

their design. A schematic diagram of the gun and the target

assembly used for testing are shown in figure 29, which also

gives the various electrode potentials. The magnetic field was

provided by a coil wound on the glass envelope of the gun.

The small target T1 is of the same size as the single crystal

film surface and is situated approximately 3.5 cm from the end

of the gun. In the final design of the reaction cell, which
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has not yet been built, the single crystal surface can be moved

to within a few millimetres of the end of the gun to avoid the

tedious compensation procedure adopted by Mitchell and Mitchell.54

This is similar to the arrangement used by Anderson5 5 . With the

test arrangement shown it was found that over 95% of the gun

current could be focussed onto T1 over the range of target

voltage 0 to 60 volts. The magnetic field was essential.

This is considered adequate in view of the distance between

T and the gun in the test arrangement.

4.33 The vibrating capacitor

Tests on a vibrating capacitor arrangement for moni-

toring changes in work function of single crystal films have been con-

ducted in conjunction with a company-sponsored programme

aimed at measuring grain boundary diffusion of gold through

thin polycrystalline chromium films. A schematic diagram of

the test assembly is shown in figure 29 and the circuitry used

in figure 31. The principle of the method is to observe the

contact potential difference between a gold reference surface

which will not change during oxidation and the metal film (or

the test surface) as followst

The two surfaces ke the form if capacitor platest

the gold plate is earthed and electromagnetically made to vi-

brate normally to the plates at the resonant frequency (Ca.25 Hz)

of a tungsten rod tz which it is attached. The film (or test
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surface) is held at 109 ohms from earth. The a.c. signal genera-

ted by this capacitor is amplified and detected by means of a

phase sensitive detector. The rectified output vcltage from

the phase sensitive detector is smoothed and used to nullify

the potential difference between the plates by negative feed-

back. The nulling potential is measured by a digital voltmeter

and equals the contact potential difference to within 0.1%.

The reference signal for the phase sensitive detector origin-

ates from a signal generator, and the same signal is fed via a

frequency divider to the power amplifier that energises the

electromagnet which excites the vibration. A stainless steel

bellows arrangement allows the gold plate to be accurately

positioned, and moved away from the test surface. Tests have

been conducte with this arrangement at atmospheric pressure on

the benc and sensitivities of a few millivolts achieved. It

has also been operated under vacuum with the same result.

One difficulty with this arrangement for S.P. measure-

ments during oxidation is that the reference plate shadows the

single crystal film, and does not allow uniform access of the

gas to the surface. The importance of this can be seen from the

discussion in section 3.25. To avoid this, the final design for

measurements on single crystal films allows the reference plate

to vibrate in a plane parallel to the two plates witvh a large

amplitude so that the test surface is only shadowed for a small
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percentage of the time. A schematic diagram of the layout of

the reaction cell under construction for films on vacuum

oleaved rocksalt is shown in figure 30.

Cleavage is accomplished by accelerating the stainless

steel slug along its tube by means of external coils. The force

required is not great, and the springs prevent fracture of the

glass. This cleavage arrangement is now being modified in the

light of section 4.22.

Electrical connection is made to the film, via the six

leadthroughs (4 for resistance measurement, two for a thermo-

couple), using the same techniques as those describeu. in

section 4.22.

The substrate heater is mounted outside the u.h.v.

system, and the substrate is heated by conduction through the

stainless steel block. To minimize heat losses the tube con-

taining the heater can be pumped out with a rough pump. The

substrate can be cooled to temperatures approaching liquid

nitrogen by circulating liquid nitrogen through the tube.

The vibrating arm and reference plate can be moved

out of the way during deposition by means of the stainless steel

bellows arrangement.

During measurements all metal parts except. the film

are earthed, as is the glass envelope, which is rendered conduct-

ing by coating with tin oxide.
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The electron bombardment evaporation source has been

described in section 3.14. At the time of writing this reaction

cell is still under construction and will soon be operational.

5. SUN ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Surface potential measurements on polycrystalline

chromium films have enabled us to distinguish three species of f
surface oxygen reacting with chromium filmst

(a) a weakly bound state with a positive dipole which is

found at low temperatures and is probably molecular

oxygen, being the precursor to the cheaisorbed state,

(b) the tightly bound chemisorted state,

(c) oxygen atoms incorporated into the metal lattice.

The latter is associated with the largest resistence changes.

Cheisorption and oxide formation on polycrystalline chromium

films result in profound changes in film structure resulting in

a large change in the total area of the films. This must be taken

into account when calculating oxide thicknesses and when consider-

ing the impact of the oxidation of the film resistance.

Incorporation of oxygen occurs on chromium even at -196 0 C

and submonolayer coverages, and follows a logarithmic law indicat-

ing that the activation energ increases linearly with increasing

oxide thickness. The behaviour up to unit coverage may be due to

a range of surface sites with different activation energies and/or

a surface field effect. Our data supports the former view.
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The oxide thickness formed by exposing the filmla to

oxygen at tempe-atures in the region of room temperature is

approximately 20R, and the oxidation is not dependent on oxygen

pressure. These thin films grow by the Mott-Cabrera mechanism,

the S.P. of chemisorbed oxygen being approximately -2.15 volts

and the entry barrier for cation diffusion 24 Kcal/mole.

The implications of this mechanism for the stability

of resistance values are discussed: The oxidation rate and

therefore the resistance drift will decrease with the number of

defect sites on the metal surface and the field across the oxide

which is proportional to the S.P. The activation energy W for

cation diffusion should be large for a slow oxidation rate which

is equivalent to a compact oxide structure and large cations.

The optimisation of the above parameters would permit the growth

of a very thin limiting oxide film which protects the resistor

stability better than a thick oxide layer for which the parameters

listed above are not optimised.

The oxidation results in little change in TOR of the

films, and apart from the initial stages the film resistance in-

creases almost linearly with oxide thickness. To account for the

magnitude of the changes an affective thickness much tYinner than

that deduced from film mass measurements has to be assumed.

The crystallinity of chromium films deposited in uhv on

air cleaved and vacuum cleaved mica und rooksalt surfaces are des-

cribed. The conditions necessary to grow good single crystal
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chromium films with a (100) orientation and no evidence of grain

boundaries and also highly oriented (110) films have been derived.

Techniques are described to allow resistance and temperature co-

efficient measurements to be made on these films under uhv con-

ditions. A study of the nature of rocksalt cleavage surfaces and

electrical measurements on thin pol.ycristalline films deposited on

air cleaved surfaces indicate that meaningful resistivity measure-

ments can be made on single crystal films down to low thickness

and that sufficiently good rocksalt cleavage surfaces can be ob-

tained while cleaving in uhv, thus establishing that these films

will make a useful vehicle for a study of the basic mechanisms of

resistor degradation due to oxidation. Measurements of the TCR

of clean single crystal films reflect the Zact that they are

structurally more perfect than the polycrystalline films. Pre-

liminary measurements indicate that the TCR is not changed by

oxidation and the resistance increases less than polycrystalline

films of comparable thickness.

Tests are described of two methods of measuring the

surface potential changes o1,:;"rri.,g on single crystal films, and

af an ultra high vacuum system giving a baseline vacuum suffici-

ent to eliminate any danger of contamination.
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6. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUURE WORK

The immediate continuation includes the extension of

data towards higher oxide thicknesses and temperatures, in order

to determine when the |ott-Cabrera would break down, and what

type of mechanism takes over from it. The influence of presorbed

gaser and surface treatments on subsequent oxidation will also

be investigated in order to assess the possibility of minimizing

long term oxidation by these means. The equipment for vacuum

cleavage, resistance measurement, and work function measurement

on single crystal films are now being combined in a single re-

action cell which will give information concerning electrical

conduction processes in clean thin film structures, the way in

which they are modified'by oxidation, and on the str-nturl de-

pendences of oxidation processes.

Further work would be directed towardr the determination

and control of oxide and metal surface structures since they in-

fluence considerably the oxidation rate (see sections 5.25 and

3.27). Since only Low her~j rectr-,n Diffraction (LEED) and

Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (PR kZD) are suitable

methods for studying surface structures, L ED is suggested to be

applied to ou- particular problem because it alloys extre=ely

thin surface structures to be measured, particularly sinue it

can be combined with the experimental arrangement described in

sections 4.12, 4.22 rund 4.1.
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Glass crosspiece

To vacuum system

T2
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Fig.29. The Arrangement Used to Test the Siow Electron
Gun Diode.
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PLATE 1. Diffraction pattern of polycrystalline chromium film
deposited on glass

191

'

1*

PLATE 2. Micrograph of polycrystalline chromium deposited on glass

1 
442



PLATE 3. Diffraction pattern of chromium film deposited on mica
(11o) orientation.

PLATE 4.Micrograph of chromium deposited on mica showing twin
boundaries T.



PLATE 5. Micrograph of chromium deposited on mica showing low angle
boundaries L



PLATE 6. Diffraction pattern of chromium deposited on air cleaved
NaCl at 10-6 torr.

PLATE 7, Diffraction pattern of chromium deposited on vacuum cleaved
NaCI at 10-6 tor.

PLATE 8. Diffraction pattern of chromium deposited on air cleaved
NaCl that had been heated to 80oC and then cooled to
deposition temperatare at 10 torr.

PLATE 9. Diffraction pattern of single crystal chromium film deposited
on vacuum cleaved NaCl at 10"9 torr (100) orientation



PLATE 10. Micrograph of single crystal chromium film deposited on
vacuum cleaved NaCl at 10-9 torr.

PLATE 111. Micrograph of single crystal chromium film showing extinction
contouz pattern.
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PLATE 14. Gold decoration replica of NaCi surface cleaved in air and
heated to 4800C.



PLATE 15. Gold-palladium 450 shadow replica of typical NaCl cleavage
surface.

II

PLATE 16. Typical NaCl cleavage steps revealed by polarization
interferometry. One fringe displacement corresponds
to 0.3p height difference.
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